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The Non-Traditional Student
Organization held its 20th
annual Dog Day in the Quact
Wednesday.
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Fletcher vetoes bond prOjects
Christopher Hodes
Staff Writer
rhodes@thcnews.org

After reviewing the state's
largest budget in history, Gov.
Ernie Fletcher vetoed $370 million in bond projects from the
$18.1 billion budget Monday.
The governor vetoed two
agency bond authorizations to
replace Franklin College and
renovate the Thoroughbred
Room in the Curris Center.
During a live broadcast on
KET-1
Monday,
Fletcher
thanked members of the state

legislature for passing a budget
and defended his use of the
line-item veto, which allows
him to take out individual allocations while approving the
rest of the budget.
"By my veto, I am reducing
our debt by about $370 million,
while still providing more bond
funding for universities and
community colleges than any
budget in the state's history,
including last year's," Fletcher
said.
At a press conference following his address, Fletcher said
the 2006-08 budget will fund

more public universities in the
commonwealth than any in the
state's history.
UNo one can say we are not
adequately funding secondary
public education," Fletcher
said.
Despite the large cuts,
Fletcher left many Murray
State allocations intact.
According to the governor's
Web site, Murray State will
receive $15 million for Phase ill
of the science complex and
increased base funding for the
2006-0H biennium.
The University will receive

$624,900 in 2006-07 and about
$33 million in 2007-08, which

is the amount the House and
Senate conference committees
agreed on Aprilll.
Fletcher's
budget
also
includes slightly more than $13
million in agency bonds to con·
struct a new Richmond College.
Interim University President
Kern Alexander said Tuesday
he was pleased with the governor's final budget, despite initial concerns.
"We went from about
$315,000 in January to $3.3 mil-

lion in the second year of the
biennium (Monday)," Alexander said. "We went from no science building to a $15 million
science building."
Alexander said although the
University could have made
good use of more money, the
amount will suffice until the
second year of the biennium.
"We're in good shape,"
Alexander said. "We're ready
to go."
Alexander praised state legislators for working in a bipartisan manner to get Murray
State the funding he believes

the University deserves.
..(State legislators} stepped
up and said they would take
care of things, and they did,"
Alexander said.
Bob jackson, former state
senator and director of development for Murray State, said
the University received fair
treatment throughout the bud·
get process.
The process began Jan. 17
when Fletcher delivered his
executive budget to the General Assembly. This proposal did

see BUDGET I 3

Candidates
prepare
to visit
campus
Staff Report

Emily Wuchner
News Editor
ewuchner@lhcnnvs.org

Campus
recycling
efforts
continue
to grow,
but could
students
b~ doing
more?

"Persist: There is no ¢ in quitting" has some competition for Murray State's motto of choice.
"Recycle, reduce, reuse," is quickly becoming the
mantra for many students as environmental awareness
increases on campus.
Kristen Rankin, student recycling coordinator, said
Murray State students recycle well considering the
limited facilities available, but many students fail to
notice the recycling bins located around c~tmpus.
To increase awareness, Rankin and Erin Black,
senior from Radcliff, founded the Eco Team about a
month ago. The team consists of about 20 students
who collect recycling bins from ucadcmic halls every
T-hursday and assist at designated recycling drop·off
days.
The items collected through recycling are placed in
a storage facility at the North Farm, located on 16th
Street. The facility accepts plastics, aluminum, newspapers and cardboard.
Facilities Management and Housing also set up recycling bins for paper, aluminum and plastic in the Hester and Clark college study lounges to encourage recycling in residence halls. Rankin said students usc the
bins so often they must be emptied constantly.
"I think it has been easier for them so they d(ln't have
to keep it under their bed or take it home," Rankin said.
"They can just take it to the study lounge."
Next semester recycling bins will be available in
every residential college.
However, there is limited space in the storage facility to hold all the recyclable:;, especially if the popularity grows and more people begin recycling. Rankin said
Facilities Management owns the iadlity and currently
cannot pay for a new one.
." We're hoping with all this awareness we could get
administrators to pay attention and give us some
money," Rankin· said.
In the future, Rankin hopes to increase membership
and funds for the Eco Team. She also hopes the new
food services director will consider alternative options
to the Styrofoam containers used in campus dining
halls.
Kristen Page, assistant at the Center for Environ-

mental Education, said in 2004 the Kentucky Divi~ion
of Waste Management ranked Murray State fourth in
pounds of recyciable items collected from universities
across the state.
Though no new numbers have been released, Page
said Murray State's numbers have risen primarily
because of increased awareness.
Additionally, Page said the Currls Center began setting up recycling bins Monda}'· In about two wcek.c;, the
wellness center and Regional Special Events Center
will also begin placing recycling bins around the facilities.
Matt Spalding, sopbomon.' from Louisville, gained
the attention of the campus community when he began
using a lunch box to carry his meals out of Winslow
Dining Hall earlier this year. When Linda
Hollingsworth, dining hall manager. hcnrd Spalding's
idea, she ordered a lunch box for him to test. The goal
was to orger lunch boxes for students to purchase and
use instead of Styrofoam containers.
Spalding said the lunch box Hollingsworth asked him
to try worked well but did not hold enough food. He
said many students expressed interest in purchasing a
lunch box if offered. He remains· unsure if the idea
would suct-eed, however; because students would have
to wash the containers iftcr each use.
"I hope there is enough people around campus to
keep this up," Spalding said.
Hollingsworth said after seeing what worked and
what didn't with Spalding's lunch box. :;he now knows
what will better fit the needs of students.
·•My main goal is to look for something comparable
and will fit a student's needs," Hollingsworth said.
Hollingsworth hopes by talking to other university
officials at the National Recycling show and searching
the Internet, Murray State may tind an alternative to
Styrofoam containers.
On Earth Day. food :;crviccs allowed students to
bring a coffee mug to any food service location with the
exception ofThoroughbrewcd and recciw SO cents off
the purchase of a food item. In the future,
Hollingsworth wants to encourage recycling .across
campus through similar efforts.
"I'd like to do a more incentive-oriented thing with
students like with Earth Day," Hollingsworth said.
"That is something I'd like to sit down with the new
food services director and discuss."

Three presidential candidates will
visit Murray State next week to meet
with faculty, staff, students and board
members.
Don Sparks, Board of Regents chairman, would not name the final three candidates to protect the interests of the
candidates,
He said candidates will visit the University Monday, Wednesday and Friday
in individual visits.
Sparks said the Monday candidate will
be announced today. The board will
name the Wednesday visitor Tuesday
and the Friday one Thursday.
While presidential candidates are on
campus, they will meet in forums with
campus representatives.
Faculty Regent Terry Strieter said in a
previous interview the board will listen
to concerns from the campus community and give everyone interested a chance
to voice concerns about perspective
presidents.
After meeting with students, faculty
and staff, the candidates will have u dinner with board members as part of an
informal last interview.
The board decided on the final three
candidates after meeting in executive
session Monday in Hopkinsville.
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University's diversity comparable with other state institutions
Melissa KDcoyne
Assistant News Editor
mkUcoync@thenews.org

Though white students represent
the most prevalent racial group on
Murray State's campus, the University
docs not fall far behind other Kentucky
public universities, according to Council for Postsecondary Education statistics.
Murray State's 2004 and 2005 enrollment numbers, as submitted to CPE,
reflect a student body that is nearly 88
percent white. However, according to
CPI!'s most recent 2004 statistics,
about 85 percent of all state university
students are white, leaving Murray

I;..,.

State only slightly below diversity
averages at KentucJ...-y's public universities.
Despite this slight lag, University
administrators have taken steps during
the past several years to boost diversity on campus, both in terms of cultural
opportunities and minority rcprt~sc.>n·
tation.
jim Vaughan, assistant vice president for Enrollment Management, said
the University takes an aggressive and
proactive approach to creating and
maintaining a diverse atmosphere. He
said there is a focus on recruiting
blacks, Hispanics and international
students from a variety of countries.
"It's very important to us that the

students here are exposed to a diverse
group of domestic and international
students because we very truly live in
a global society and a nation that is
wondrous in its rich cultural diversity," Vaughan said. "We are constantly
looking at what our enrollments arc
and our ever-changing dynamics of
enrollment."
Black students comprise 6 percent of
the student enrollment at Murray
State, while about 3 percent of the students arc from other countries. However, less than 1 percent of the student
body is Hispanic, which nearly makes
it the least represented race on cam·
pus.
Though diverse enrollment num-

bers are important ut the University, gies to make this happen.
Vaughan said, graduation rates are the
According to the 2000 Census, Kenreal measure of success. He said tuclcy's population is 90 percent white.
because of this, administrators work Across the United States. the populaon several programs to retain stu- tion is 75 percent white.
dents.
"It's important for you in a classBa';ed on 2005 enrollment statistics, room to sit next to another student
Murray State awarded degrees to an 87 from a different culture or country,"
percent whitl: student body. This left Vaughan said. "We're not that differroughly the same percentage of minor- ent. ... But we want you to be exposed
ity and international students to , to different cultures within this coun·
receive degrees as are enrolled overall. try and abroad."
Vaughan said University adminisBecause some students may not take
trators want to reach a point where the opportunities to study and/or travel
school is representative of the state abroad to meet. people from other culand country as a whole. However, he tures, Vaughan said, it is increasingly
said the lack of a uniformly distributed
see DIVERSITYI 3
population forces them to adopt strate-
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•Police Beat
Thursday, Aprll20
1:44 a.m. Officers advised dispatch of an attempt to locate a
runaway juvenile from Marshall
County. Information was taken.
4:28a.m. Officers were advised of
a possible assault that occurred
four months ago. A report was
taken.
8:41a.m. A set of keys was'found
near the tennis cour ts on 16th
Street. The keys were turned in to
the lost and found at Public Safety.
A report was taken.
10:39 a.m. A' wallet was found in
Winslow Dining Hall and turned
in to the lost and found at Public
Safety.
10:59 a.m. A subject reported the
locks on his vehicle had been damaged. A criminal mischief report
was taken.
4:58 p.m. A student reported a
wallet missing from his vehicle in
front of Franklin College. The officer took a theft report.
9:25 p.m. Racer Patrol reported a
vehicle driving through the mall
area. The vehicle belonged to a
contractor worki ng on campus.
Jeff Slinker/The News

American Humanics students sell ice cream to raise money for Big
Brothers Big Sisters in front of Carr Health Thursday.

Trash to Treasure project
raises money for Needline
A new recycling project on campus has
begun. Trash to Treasure's goal is to collect
· discarded, usable items from students during the spring move out and then reseU
those items at the beginning of the fall
semester.
Money coUected will benefit Needline
and Angel's Attic in Murray. Volunteers
are needed for several tasks during finals
week.
For additional information. contact Erin
Black at erin.black@murraystate.edu or
Mit.:hum Owen at niitchum.owen@gmail.
com.

not have health insurance the day she was
diagnosed with cancer.
Sizemore has published more than 300
stories, articles and poems about her experience.
For more information, contact the
Women's Center at 809-3140.

Character Counts Coalition
plans for Olympics July IS
The Character Counts Coalition of Murray-Calloway County will meet at 4:45 p.m.
May 2 at the Calloway County Public
Library. The coalition will plan for Character Counts Olympics scheduled for July 15.
For more information, contact Catherine
Lanier at 753-4214 or cwlanier@murrayky.net

Women's Center schedules
event to aid cancer victim Correction
The Women's Center will host "Lemonade on the Lawn for Life" from 10 a.m. to 2
p.m. Tuesday in front of Carr Health.
Lemonade can be purchased by the cup
for $2, while $5 will get the purchaser free
refills for the day.
The Womeq's Center is hosting the
event to raise money for Judy Sizemore, a
breast cancer survivor patient from eastem Kentucky. Sizemore learned she did

In the April 21 issue of The Murray
SctltC News, Joel Perkins was listed a
senior. He is a junior.

Melissa Kilcoyne, assistant news editor,
compiles Campus Briejly. Jfyou would like
to submit information for Campus Briefly.
phone 809-4480.

Friday, April 21
12:23 a.m. A caller reported an

parked in the residence d irector's
spot. The individual was gone
upon officer arrival.
9:33 p.m: An officer issued a dri~
ver on 16th Street a verbal warning
for careless driving.

Sunday, April23
12:18 a.m. An officer advised an
individual walked out of Vitello's
with an open con tainer of alcohol
Information was taken.
12:41 a.m. A Public Safety officer
issued a citation to William P. Coe
of Murray for possession of alcohol by a minor.
4:17 a.m. Officers received a
report of a subject in the frrst floor
lounge of the Curris Center. The
subject was a non-student and was
asked to leave the building.
6:07 p .m. A caller reported a saddle stolen from the rodeo barn at
West Farm. The caller told the
officer that his friends had since
called and had possession of tbe
saddle. The friends were playing a
joke on the caller. No report was
taken.
11:19 p.m. The residence director
at Springer College reported the'
toilet in room 104 was leaking.
Central Plant was advised.

individual trying to climb the flag
pole in the Quad. The officer Monday, April24
advised there was a group in the
12:3S a.m. A caller reported a fire
area, but no one was climbing the
in an ashtray outside White Colflag pole.
lege. Murray Fire Department was
8:52 a.m. General Services report- notified. The fire was out upon
ed the theft of a computer. A .
officer arrival, and there was no
· report was taken.
damage.. T he fire was concentrat10:51 p.m. A caller from Regents
ed in a concrete pot. A report was
College reported three subjects
taken.
arguing loudly in the front of the
9:2S a.m. A caller from Regents
college. The caller reported one of
College advised a studen t had
the individuals had a gun. The subpassed ou t. Emergency Medical
ject was gone upon officer arrival.
Services was notified and the stull:29 p.m. Officers received a
dent was transported to the Murreport of individuals climbing
ray-Calloway County Emergency
trees in front of Waterfield
Room. A report was taken.
Library. The officer advised there
10:33 a.m. An officer took a theft
were no stud ents climbing the
report in the Har-t College computtrees.
er lab. A person reported a cell
p hone was stolen, but the owner
Saturday, April 22
found it. A report was taken.
Midnight A c<11ler ·r eported indi- 11:26 a.m. A caller from the Curris
viduals outside of Elizabeth Col- Center reported two males yelling
lege throwing water and flour on sexually explicit things to him.
each other. Information was taken. They were gone upon officer
2:35 p.m. A subject reported los- arrival. No report was taken or
ing a wallet on the intramural requested.
fields Wednesday. A report was 3:24 p.m. A caller from Hart Coltaken.
lege repor ted harassing phone
2:45 p.m. A caller from Elizabeth calls. A report was taken.
College reported someone had 4:19 p.m. Officers found a car key

at Waterfield Library. It was
placed in the lost and found at
Public Safety. A report was taken.
6:3S p.m. A Murray State employee found a piece o f jewelry in the
Old Fine Arts building. It was
placed in the lost and found at
Public Safety. A report was taken.

Tuesday, April 25
12:20 a.m. A bur_glary alarm in the
Thoroughbred Room was activated. Officers found the front door
unlocked. No one was inside, and
the officer secured the door. T he
building coordinator was advised,
and a report was taken.
12:02 p.m. An officer checked on
a subject standing next to Clark
College. Subject appeared normal
and lives at the college.
12:Sl p.m. An officer reported
finding a n abandoned vehicle.
Keys Towing towed the vehicle.
Information was taken.
3 p.m. A Murray State employee
fou nd sports equipmen t at
Regen ts College. Items were
turned in to the lost and found at
public Safety. The owner was notified. and a report was taken.
3:16 p.m. A Public Safety officer
issued a citation to Chase J. Du ncan of Murray for expired registration on North 16th Str eet. Duncan
also could not produce a valid
insurance card.

Wednesday, Aprll26
2:10 a.m. An officer advised the
sewer was stopped up and water
was pooling over the roadway
near the intramural fields. The
Murray Police Department was ·
advised.
5:S4 pdll. A caller from Hart College repo rted a vehicle parked in
the restricted area of Hart College.
Parking enforcement was notified.
A citation was issued.
7:08 p.m. A faculty member at
Wilson Hall called to say he was
locked out of his office. Racer
Patrol opened the door.
Motorist ussists - 0
Racer escorts - 6
Arrests- 0

Melissa Kilcoyne, assistant news
editor, comp iles Police Beat with
materials Public Safety provides.

1700 Lowes Drive
Murray, KY 42071
(270) 759-3003

Now accepting
reservations
for Fall 2006!
Where will you be living this
Fall? Murray Place offers ·
2- and 4-bedroom, fully
furnished apartments, each
with private bathrooms and
washers and dryers. Other
amenities in this luxury
student community include:
• Sparkling swimming pool
• Exciting community
events
• Clubhouse with ping
pong, pool and foosball
· tables
• Tennis courts
• Fitness Center
• Cable package including
HBO and Cinemax
• All-Inclusive rent with
electricity, water, cable,
and high-speed internet
• Fall rates starting at $309!
ww.w. Murrayelace.cQm

Location:
Mason Hall Auditorium

April 28,_2006
6- 8 p.m.
Sponsored by SGA/CAB
Multicultural
Chair
Jessie a Stone
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~~~;~!~critic~.~~~~£~! I Budget omits some project filllds
important to ensure students
who graduate from the Univer·
sity are exposed in some ways
to other cultures. He said many
international students help in
this area because they can
bring a little of their culture to
the area.
Mike Basile, director of the
Institute for International Studies, said Murray State focuses
on rwo areas when looking at
international enrollment-a
coordinated recruitment effort
and strategic plan to retain.
"To make Murray State University known, physical visits
are very important because
Murray State is not a household
name throughout the world,"
Basile said. "International
recruitment has gotten very
competitive. Other Englishspeaking countries are attracting a lot of other graduates who
used to come to the United
States."
Basile said England and other
western European countries
have begun heavier recruiting
efforts and effectively have
drawn international students
away from the United States.
To locally counteract the
recent decline in international
enrollment across the United
States. Basile said Murray State
plans to undertake a concentrated recruitment effort. The
number of international students peaked at Murray State in
2000 with 519, and it declined
for the next three years to 316 in

The 10 Characteristics of the
Murray State Graduate are a
large part of this. He said the
University will focus on one
element each year. For 2006-07
the school will explore characteristic No. 7, which involves
diversity.
According to the characteris tic, a Murray State graduate
should be able to "Understand
the dynamics of cultural diversity, of competing economic
and political systems and of
complex moral and ethical
issues."
Though the University has
room for improvement with
regard to a diverse school,
Robertson said Murray State's
campus is relatively diverse
when compared to schools of
similar size and geographic
area. However, he also pointed
out the University will contin·
ue to strive to bring more
diversity to the school
"We're doing a lot to recruit
but also to make sure that we
have a campus culture that is
supportive of diversity,"
Robertson said. "It will do us
very little good if we get them
here and don't ha'\te an environment that welcomes them."
For this reason, he said, Urnversity representatives try to
depict an accurate picture of
how div~rse the school's population is to faculty, staff and
student recruits.
"We try not to give the
impression we're a community
like Louisville because we're
not," Robertson said. "We're a
rural community town, and
we're pleased with who we are
on that level."
According to CPE's 2004 statistics, the University of
Louisville has a white student
enrollment of78 percent. Black
students comprise ll percent of
the total enrollment, followed
by international students at 5.5
percent.
Recruiting and retaining a
diverse University is important
for the entire school population, Robertson said, because
some students come from nondiverse areas and depend on
college to expose them to dif·
ferent people.
"Our job is to prepare our
students to live in a multicultural world," he said.

2003.

Basile said Murray State officials hope to increase studies
abroad to further encourage a
cultural atmosphere at the University and offer more programs to encourage American
students to interact with internationals. Plans also are underway to introduce more international cuisine in Winslow Dining Hall, he said.
In 2005, 347 international
students were enrolled at Murray State, according to CPE statistics. Basile said those students came from about 60 different countries.
To help bring more of a cuitural environment to the University and maintain ~ representative student body, Don
Robertson, vice president of
Student Affairs, said the Board
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''I doubt the cuts will be felt significantly.
Although, the upgrade in the Thoroughbred Room is something that might have
been desirable. "

III of the science complex and provided

little base funding.
"I know that (Kern Alexander) and the
Board of Regents are pleased that Phase III
of the science complex is in the budget and
that one new dorm is in the budget," Jackson said.
He also said Murray State owes a lot to
the region's state legislators.
"Sen. Winters and Rep. Henley were
very instrumental in getting (Murray
State) in the budget," Jackson said. "We
are greatly appreciative of their efforts."
Sen. Ken Winters, R-Murray, said he
was glad to see the two agency bonds were
the only Murray State allo-cations vetoed
from the governor's budget.
"I have to admit that I feel fairly positive
about the budget and the rather conservative way the governor went about (exercising the Line-item veto)," Winters -said. "I
feel positive about the way our region of
the state has fared.';
Winters said, though it would have been
nice to have money for a third new residential college at Murray State, it was not
necessary because construction on the
other two have not yet begun.
"I doubt the cuts will be felt significantly," Winters said. "Although, the upgrade

Sen. Ken Winters
R-Murray

in the Thoroughbred Room is something
that might have been desirable."
Rep. Melvin Henley, R·Murray, said he
was relieved more Murray State projects
were not removed from the budget.
''We got our base funding for Murray
State, which was increased way over what
the governor (originally) wanted," Henley
said.
He said members of the state legislature
would work diligently to get the vetoed
projects funding when the General Assem·
bly reconvenes in January.
·
"We'll get that stuff and a tittle more
next time," Henley said.
Despite overall approval of Murray
State's funding, Henley questioned why

the governor did not veto an $11 million
allocation to the University of the Cumberlands to build a new pharmacy school
"If we can't adequately fund regional
universities, we don't need to fund private
ones," Henley said.
Sen. Ken Winters said he believed the
governor's actions were warranted
because of the role private schools play in
the commonwealth's secondary education.
"Those projects serve a public good or a
public role," Winters said. "There is a
shortage of pharmacies in Kentucky and
that makes this an appropriate (allocation)."
See http://governor.ky.gov/budget.htm
for more details.
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• White - 86 percent
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OPINION
ere are the concerts?

Opinion Editor: Rockcllt· Gr..ty
Phone: 809-4468

SGA
should
start
TIDNK
planning ahead,
recruit performers

Has SGA done enough
to recruit musicians
for concerts?
"No. And when
they do, it doesn't
appeal to the
majority of people
on campus."
Darnell Hopkins
ssnlor, Baltimore, Maryland

"No. I didn't even
know Murray
brought any bands
this year."
Cbarmaine Miller
freshman. Folf CampbeH

H(n

a way, yes.

But, they haven't
had as many
major bands as in
the past."

and ..

Melanie Grimes
fri1Shman. Frankforl

"Yeah. I've gone
to a couple that
were good.
They've got good
country concerts."
Amy Duncan
sophomore. Paducah

Hailey Garrison /The News

2609 University Station
Murray State University
Murray, Kentucky 42071 ·3301
E-mail: thenews@murraystate.edu
Fax: 809-3175
www.thenews.org

Stephanie Buford
Editor In Chief • 809-6877

Elizabeth Caweln
Managing Editor • 809-3937

Emily Wuchner

News Editor- 809·4468

Rockelle Gray
,

Opinion Editor

The staff editorial is the majority
opinion of the editorial board of
The Murray State News. The editorial board is composed of all
section editors.
"Allocate" was the word Scott
Ellison used to describe how the
Student Government Association distributes its money for
campus events.
While SGA
hosted
many
events
this ·
year, no popularized
performers were
featured.
Where's
Nickel back,
Nelly,
Dave
Matthews, Brad
Paisley
and
Kanye West?
If the University wants to do
more than ..break even" on costs
for concerts, send us some musicians for whom we would be
willing to open up our wallets
spend our hard-earned
money.
It is true that most students
are on a strict budget, _but they
will certainly find money for
concerts featuring bigger names.
Since SGA listens to students
about their recommendations, it
would not be fair to just blame
SGA.
In fact. Ellison said SGA takes
band suggestions all the time
and stays in constant ·contact
with band agencies.
The only problem is that the
president and vice-president of
the University also have a say on
who comes to campus.
Shouldn't that be our choice?
"High demand" artists aren't
ignoring Kentucky. In fact,
many other Universities are able
to pull in the big names.
Does it makes sense that we
are not getting any first-class .
artists on campus?
What is SGA doing with with
its University funds?

809-4468

Casey Northcutt
Ufestyles Editor • 809-4468

Tommy Dillard
Sports Editor • 809·4481

Jeff Slinker
Visual Editor • 809·4468

Brent Bauscher
Advertising Manager • 809-4478

Joe Hedges
Adviser • 809·2998
• The Murray State News strives to be the
University community's source for •nforma·
t•on.
Our goal is to present that Information in a
fair and unbiased manner and also provide a
free and open forum for expression and
debate.
The Murray State News Is a designated
public forum. Student editors have authonty to
make all content decisions without censorship
or advance approval. The paper offers a
hands-on learning environment for students
Interested in journalism. The campus press
should be free from censorship and advance
approval of copy; and, Its editors should
develop their editorial and news policies.
The Murray State News ls prepared and
edited by students. The first copy of The Mur·
ray State News is free. Additional copies are
available for 25 cents at 111 W•lson Hall. •

But Ellison did hit the nail on
the head. "Plan early." There
seems to have been a lack of
planning this year in mapping
out events and recruiting musicians.
Not to say that many of the
mini-concerts in The Stables
were not enjoyable, but The Stables cannot hold many students.
One
of
Scott Ellison's
plans for next
year is to build
an amphitheater,
....,.._..,. a place concerts
will be held if
approved.
Unfortunately, since the
concerts do not
bring in enough
money to make a
profit, there is concern about
from where funding will come.
Ellison said state grants and private donations will fund the project.
However. many may think it is
an unrealistic goal considering
Gov. Ernie Fletcher's reluctancy
to give Murray State building
funds.
If the amphitheater were built,
would there be more of a
demand for high demand artists?
More than likely, no.
The problem lies in the University's recruitment and advertising campaign for stars.
There are many ways of solving the "bigger concerts" problem.
SGA members should communicate more with students when
it is told about dates.
If SGA picked popular musicians, then they would be able to
make money.
SGA should start planning for
concerts during the summer.
We want back the days of
Maya Angelou, Nelly. Nickelback and Kanye West.
Don't let us down next year.

.
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Your 011ir1ion
Students believe lies
about Q.uixtar careers
With the current way the jobs on
campus are, some studchts are looking for ways to make more money.
One self-proclaimed moneymaker
that has hit Murray State's campus
will not help you and could possibly
put you into more debt than what
most college students already are.
This new money-making "scheme"
is called QuixCar.
The company refers students to
someone who works for the company, attend a weekly meeting, in which
they explain how Quixtar works and
offers students a $180 licensing fee,
but you get $90 of free products.
Students sell its products. If students get 100 "points," you get sent a
check for approximately $83.
Afterwards, you get people to sign
up, be on your team and work for you.
Whatever they sell, you get a percentage.
One thing they also told me at this
meeting was that I would have to buy
motivational books and tapes.
In a Dateline NBC exclusive, a network producer inv<;stigated the actu·
al costs of this program and jf it
worked.
The producer was given $200 for a
start-up kit, $50 a month to go to scm·
inars, $60 a month for the motivation·
al books/ tapes and $200 for the yearly Spring Leadership Seminar.
The downfall is that people

~-

...

become dependent upon these things
and that's what puts people into debt.
They ~pend more than they make.
In small print on the Quixtar contract, it states that the most you'll
ever make in a given year is $1,400, if
and only if you're successful.
One couple got so involved with
this scam they went over $35,000 in
debt, because of their dependency on
the motivational products and semi·
nars.
This amount is equal to one year of
tuition at Harvard. According to the
Dateline NBC interview, 99.9 percent
of people involved do not get anyone
nearly as rich as the company makes
it seem.
Do yourself a favor and work for
the money the honest way, get out
there and get a job. Schemes like this
are despicable, and anyone who
recruits anyone else for this should
be ashamed of themselves.
Tyler Brown
Freshman
LouLc;ville

Diversity scholarship
ignores some minorities
This week on the Munay State
University Web site appeared an
announcement for a new scholarship
called the Minority Graduate Fellowship Program.
It is an admirable attempt to
encourage and support Kentucky

minorities in earning a Masters
degree.
However, the finer details reveal
the misleading title of the award.
One of the requirements is to be
application African-American. It is
accepted African-Americans are a
minority, but it is also accepted they
are not the only minority.
There are Hispanics. Asian/Pacific
Islanders,
and
Native
American/Alaskan Natives. These
are a few of the etbnicities listed 'on
the University admissions application.
The term minority isn't even limited to racial or ethnic labels. There are
minorities within the religion and
gender/sexuality spectra.
As Christianity is a common path
of faith in this nation, there are those
who follow Buddhism, Islam or
Judaism.
If we continue applying labels, we
must include our atheists and agnostics. Each one of these would be considered a minority.
All gay, lesbian and transgender
individuals make up a very underrepresented minority in this area of
the nation.
Unfortunately, this new minority
scholarship excludes any new graduate student who may fall in any one of
these grou.p s and cultures.
Too often on this campus, I see
organizations proclaiming diversity
and multicultural awareness, but
rarely do I see them acknowledge any

other minorities outside the majority
of the minority.
Let us acknowledge the fact that
African-Americans do not comprise
the total minority population in this
country.
If this scholarship is not available
for other minorities, wouldn't it be
more appropriately labeled an
African-American scholarship?
Malia Phillips
Graduate Student
Hopkinsville

Write to us
The Murray State News welcomes commentaries and letters to
the editor. Letters should be 300
wo(ds or less and must be signed.
Contributors should include
addresses and phone numbers for
verification. Pte~ include home·
tOWil, classification. title or rela·
tionship tO the University.
Commentari~ should be limit·
ed to 600 words. The Murray
State News reserves the right to
edit for style, length and content.
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Sex were
safe?
According to the Leadership University Web site, college women show the
highest percentage of contraceptive failure during the flrst 12 months of usc.
accounting for a total of 43.9 percent.
Sex can be one of
the most gratifying
activities in which a
person participates.
Whether it is
between
husband
and wife, boyfriend
and girlfriend, same
sex partners or a random person you
meet at a bar, sex can
be great.
However, the
problem with sex is
that many Sexually
Transmit ted
Dis·
eases arc contracted
..___ _ _ _......,. after ha,·ing unpro. Rockelle tected sex.
I hate to be pesGray
simistic about such a
God-given act, but I have been to tuo
many parties where people were ready to
have sex with nny random person.
The problem with that is there is not an
over-the-counter STD test to give to a
person before you have sex. Yet, when
people arc in the mood to have sex and
there arc no condoms, they take the risk
and have sex.
Many women are more worried about
pregnancy than STDs and therefore, ~hen
they usually get their period, their worries
are gone.
Until u special on MTV runs about Sexually Transmitted Diseases, people do not
worry about them.
Even when people are emotionally
... moved, many are still reluctant to go to
the doctor.
A doctor's appointment that lasts only
for thirty minutes can tell you whether
you are clean or need to take measures to
cure or treat a disease.
If you have unprotected sex with any·
one, you should get tested, even if you do
not have any symptoms.
Besides protecting your partners, you
are also protecting yourself.

AI

Mason
"THE
REPUtiLlCANS
COULD MAKE
THIS EASIER
ON DEMOCRATS
WHO SHARE
MY VIEWPOINT
IF THEY COULD
ACTUALlY SHOW
SOME OF THE
SAME CI.ASS
THAT WE DID
WHILE·CUNTON
WAS IN OFFICE."

I am getting a sinking feeling polished in the Oval Office by
as the Congressional midterm his intern. However, having said
that, it's worse to nail somebody
elections approach.
l will be ecstatic if the domi- for a transgression of which
nate Republican machine falls you're either currently guilty, or
have done in the past, especially
flat on its face this fall.
I was a horrifled onlooker . if it's done at the highest levels
during the extremely hypocriti- of the government.
That stuff really fires me up.
cal Republican coup attempt
during Clinton's second term. As tempting a target as Bush
so the prospect of seeing the may be, as grossly incompetent
arrogant Fool-in·Chief get simi- as he appears to have been, I
larly filleted is irresistible to me. have a nagging feeling it will not
I still remember Newt Gin- gain anything to have Bush's
grich leading the charge against presidency just utterly fall into
Clinton while ol' Newtie was the toilet with a mighty splash.
As mad as I tend to get about
doing his own intern.
I am aghast at seeing the chair · the hypocrisy and incompeof the committee that drafted tence of the Republicans, I do
the impeachment articles realize something.
I sort of need the Republicans
against Clinton, Rep. Henry
Hydes, make the assertion when to succeed to some degree, just
confronted about his own extra- like I also the need the Democmarital affair that it was merely rats to succeed to some degree.
"a youthful indiscretion." (By When the Democrats and
those standards, that still gives Republicans succeed, then
me eight years of leeway for America succeeds.
I'm an American first, and a
"youthful indiscretions").
Don't get me wrong. It was Democrat second.
Consider Hurricane Katrina
bad for the President of the
United States to get his knob last fall.

Next Week•••
The Murray State
News
.graduating seniors
reflect
upon their time
at Murray State.

In My

Opinion

Billie
"WE TEND TO

cans is now infected with a 'Viral
• 63 percent of chlamydia, syphlUs
and gonorrhea bifectlons occur m
persons under age 25.

\

CENSOR
OURSELVES
PUBUCALLY SO
AS NOT TO SAY
SOMETHING TOO
INAPPROPRIATE
OR PERSONAL
THAT COULD BE
POTENTIALLY
EGREGIOUS TO

\

• 134,000 new Sf.Phllls cases occur

annually.
• 1.3 million new gonorrhea cases
occur annuAlly.

(

If
• Condoms provide virtually no protection agalDst the human papWoma
virus (HPV). BPV is the most co_.
mon medlcal problem seen by gynecologists and causes almost all cases
of cervical cancer In the U.S.

ly.

• 63 percent of

an

sexually trausmlt·
ted disease (STD) cases occur among
people less than 25 yean of age.

• AIDS Is the l~dillg ldUer of Ameri·
cans between the ages of 25 and 44.

PJ:otedioa is DOt 100 perceat
• The pW laDs 6.2 percent of the
time.
·

• Condoms fa1114.2 percent of the
time.
• Diaphragms fail 15.6 percent of the
time.
• Spermldde fails 26.3 percent of the

time.

Source: Leadership Umversity Web site

ANYONE AROUND

us."

• .24 $!Won new cases of human
papWoma virus {HPV) occur an.Dual·

,
I

AI Mason is a theater major from
Murray.

Proper etiquette lessens stares,
miscommunication on elevators

Pritchett

STD.

same class that we did while
Clinton was in office.
A good start might be to not
send the Secret Service to investigate eighth graders smarting
off about Bush dying on
myspace.com, especially since
Sen. Jesse Helms and Rush Umbaugh said similar things about
Clinton getting shot and Clinton
let it slide.
Another step in the right
direction is not to send what
appears to be the second coming of Jocsph Goebbel and his
minions to do a verbal hatchet
job on anyone who dares criticizc the administration.
If some of those little things
happen. then maybe the Democrats who feel like I do just might
be ready to move on from those
dark days of partisan warfare.
I am not holdin~ my breath,
however, for the day that Bush
slaps his forehead and says,
"Golly gee whittakcrs, I have
really screwed this little shindig
up. 1 need to really govern from
the middle."
Still it's really nice to dream
of the day when we realize how
purple this country really is.

Courtesy is
the best policy

Rockelie Gn~y is the opinion editor for 11te
Murray State News.

• lt is estimated that lin 5 Ameri-

great American city.
That's the problem with this
red state/blue state thing. It's
tearing at the unity of our
nation.
Large portions of both sides
of the debate have missed the
concept that an enormous failure by the opposing political
party is a really bad thing.
Any time there's a major disaster for either the Republicans
or the Democrats, it tends to
screw America.
Granted, I tend to welcome
anything that damages the religious right that transforms the
culture war into a real life,
shooting, holy war.
However, I cannot truly celebrate a blunder by the religious
right when my country is part of
the collateral damage.
How can the Republicans
make utter fools of themselves
while they control the White
House and Congress without
damaging our country>?
There are no red states, nor are
there blue states. There's one
big purple America.
1 battle through my twisted
feelings of wanting revenge for
the bullcrap through which the
Republicans put Clinton, and
actually wanting America to
move out of this partisan warfare.

One of philosopher Michel
Foucault's essays begins,
"Today when a periodical asks·
its readers a question, it does
so in order to collect opinions
on some subject about which
everyone has an opinion
already; there is not much
likelihood of learning anything
new.
'In the eighteenth century,
editors preferred to question
the public on problems that
did not yet have solutions.
'I don't know whether or not
that practice was more effect ive; it was unquestionably
more entertaining."
The question I ask is seem·
ingly simple: what is elevator
etiquette? So, what does this
mean?
I mean, how do we decide
what is the appropriate spatial
distance from one person to
another, what we should say
or shouldn't say in the elevator, and what we can or cannot
look at while in the elevator?
Have you ever thought
about this?
Notice next time when
someone gets on the elevator
with you how he or she knows
to go to an area away from the
boxed space around you.
We are preconditioned, it
appears, to value one another's
space.
Were someone to get into
the elevator .and crowd himself or herself again~t you,
despite there being several
people occupying the elevator,
you would naturally be aghast
that he or she wouldn't try a
little harder to respect your
space.
It's a matter of personal
space.
We tend to censor ourselves
publicly so as not to say something too inappropriate or personal that could be potentially
egregious to anyone around
us.
For example, the obvious
speech we avoid involves
those dirty words we all say
but abstain from saying in
public spaces.
All this self-consciousness
is exacerbated in the elevator,
where you have to watch what
you say because you know
other people be hear what you
say.
They can't help not toafter all, you're all crowded
together in an elevator. Thus,
elevator conversations tend to
be polite and impersonal.

Some people have wandering eyes, and these people arc
pretty frightening. In an elevator, anyone with roaming eyes
becomes uber-crcepy.
Since there is such a small
space we're occupying with
other people, the last thing any
of us wants to do is even begin
to appear creepy.
This sometimes puts us in a
quandary. For example, what
if before me there's a young
woman, back exposed, and by
looking straight ahead, 1 look
as though ['m staring at her
back-but if 1 louk down, it
appears that I'm looking at her
bottom? (Elevator etiquette
bites worst for me when it
comes to where you can look.)
Keep in mind, too, that the
reason we don't want to
appear as though we're looking at something inappropriately or staring at someone,
etc., is because it feels person·
ally violating to the person at
which we look. It concerns our
very personhood.
Where we stand, what we
say, and where we turn our
gaze in the elevator are all
kind of understood and
engrained in us as being a particular way. But why?
The sneaky little thesis here
is this: in a society like our
own, we come to certain cultural agreements that remain
unspoken.
These implicit arrangements develop as a re~;ult of
how 'we intrinsically operate
with people in general.
We're a people who value
individuality and regard individuality as manifest in stuff
like personal space. proper
(often decorous) conversation
and-how would we term this
last one?-ocular politeness
(for lack of a better phrase).
This is all very telling about
us. It teaches us about what
we do and the way we operate.
But sometimes it's enough
that it's implicitly understood,
period.
Of course I neglect elevator
flatulence in this breakdown,
because I take it as given. and
you should too. that odious
flatus in the elevator is ja"t
plain wrong. Just say no to
personal flatus.
Respect my individuality.

Billie Pritchett is a philosophy
major from Murray.
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Mumps outbreak reaches local.campuses
Marianne Stonefield
Staff Writer
mstonejield@thenews.org

With recent cases of mumps at Southern Illinois University at Carbondale and the largest
nationwide outbreak in almost 20 years, there
is a chance Murray State students could be
exposed to the disease.
Judy Lyle, health educator and staff nurse,
said students may have b~en exposed to the
viral disease while visiting with friends who
attend other schools over the Easter holiday.
Mumps spreads through the air via coughs and
sneezes, and also can be passed through kissing.
"There is a likelihood that we could have a
mumps case before the end of the semester,"
Lyle said. "It just depends on who people saw
over Easter break.... Students go to parties at
other schools so it would not be uncommon for
them to come in contact (with the mumps)."
T he Daily Egyptian, SIUC's campus newspaper, reported on Aprill3 that the three students
diagnosed with mumps were asked to temporarily leave the university and isolate themselves for nine days. Lyle said mumps has a
seven to 21 day incubation period.

. Though there are no known cases of mumps
There are several ways students can avoid
on Murray State's campus, there have been out- contracting the mumps, such as getting enough
breaks in Illinois, Indiana and Iowa, the latter sleep, eating a nutritious diet, washing their
of which has seen more than 800 cases, accord- hands often and drinking plenty of fluids.
ing to the Associated Press.
"Do obvious things that keep your immune
At Loras College in Dubuque, Iowa, 37 stu- system healthy," Lyle said. "Sometimes we
dents out of an enrollment of 1,700 have been don't wash our hands as often as we should."
diagnosed with mumps since February.
About one-third of people infected with the
The U.S. Center for Disease Control reported mumps have no signs or symptoms. When the
more than 1,000 mumps cases in eight states symptoms do appear, it is usually about two to
and investigations in seven others. Airline trav- three weeks after exposure. Those symptoms
el may have caused the·disease to spread more. include swollen salivary glands, painful chewNo deaths and few complications have been ing or swallowing. fever and weakness and
reported from the current epidemic.
fatigue.
lyle said she did not know of any cases in
Complications from the mumps are potenKentucky, and the last similar case she could tially serious but rare, and include: orchitis, an
recall at Murray State was a case of rubella, or inflammatory condition that causes swelling of
German measles, in the 1990s, which resulted in one or both testicles that could result in sterilia mass immunization.
ty; pancreatitis, the swelling of the pancreas;
Children are vaccinated with a measles/ encephalitis, inflammation of the brain; inflammumps/rubella immunization when they are mation of the ovaries, which does not affect fer·
12- to IS-months-old and receive a second dose tility; and hearing loss.
when they are four-or five-years-old, Lyle said, · Alongside the threat of mumps is that of
but the vaccine wears off as teenagers enter meningitis, an infection o(the fluid of a peradulthood.
son's spinal cord and the fluid surrounding the
''That's probably why we're seeing an brain.
increase (in the number of mumps cases)," Lyle
Viral meningitis is less severe and resolves
without specific treatment, but bacterial
said.

meningitis can be very serious, Lyle said.
About 100 to 125 cases of meningococcal discase, which is the leading cause of bacterial
meningitis, occur on college campuses each
year and result in five to 15 student deaths
annually, she said.
It can also result in permanent brain damage,
hearing loss, learning disability, limb amputation or kidney failure.
"It's a dangerous disease," Lyle said. "We're
seeing more and more students taking advantage of the meningitis vaccine. I think more
parents are scared to send their kids to school
without it."
Anyone who bas immune system deficiencies
would be more likely to be develop mumps or
meningitis, she said, as well as students who
live in close quarters like residence halls.
And though Murray State does not require
the MMR or meningitis immunizations for
enrollment, Lyle said they are recommended.
"A lot of schools do require it,'' she said.
"Most of the state schools don't require it and I
don't know why that is."
Students who think they may have symptoms
of mumps or meningitis should contact Health
Services at 809-3809.
The Associated Press contributed to this story.

Students raise money in local fitness charity event
Phillip Dishon
Staff Writer
pdishon@thenews.org

Raising $10,000 from a charity
event sounded unrealistic to many
when Brian Siddens proposed it as
the goal for the Character Counts
Challenge.
However, thanks to local businesses and participating students, the sixweek fitness program surpassed its
objective April 20 raising a total of
$10,460 for the Character Counts
Olympics this summer.
Siddens, a graduate student from
Santa Monica, Calif., said the award
ceremony April 20 in the wellness
center was a way for the charity to
Caitlin Dunnagan/The News
give something back to all those who
Students
perform
aerobics
to
keep
in
shape
during
the Character
donated to the cause.
Counts
Challenge
in
the
Wellness
Center.
"I'm very happy with those who
because he has never steered me
chose to participate," Siddens said. " putting the ground work in."
It turned out to be a really great
Siddens said the event met with wrong,'' Siddens said. "With someone
thing. They loved it."
opposition" in the beginning because like Master Dinh nothing is impossiAfter the program came to a close, the goal was so ambitious.
ble. Master Dinh has given me everySiddens said he was proud of how
Still, he said the program would not thing. He has treated me like his son."
much $Upport it brougl!t for Charac- have been possible without the supDinh, the current president of
ter Counts.
port of local businesses and the guid- Character Counts in Murray, said the
"(The program had) zero money ance of martial arts and kick boxing key to the event's success came from
last year and now they have over instructor Tung Dinh.
the generous donations from local
$10000,'' he said. ""It's kind of like
"I'd do anything that he'd say to do businesses. members of the Greek

Psst... Want to Hear
Sonrething New?
Check US Ou-t

Online a1- WKMS.org

r \

Weeknights 7 to 9 pm
\::;}:;Jc~fe·
(worldcafe.org)

The World Cafe, with host David Dye, serves up an eclectic
mix of blues, rock, world, folk, and alternative country with
live performances and interviews with celebrated and
emerging artists. ·

Soul Flight
Fridays 11 pm to Midnight
A lively, insightful mix of mus ic, news, views and
inte rviews reflectin~ the local and national
African Amen can community.

\ll~~ '\!'\\~ ~~.q
Beyond the Edge
Saturday Ntghts from 11 pm to 1 am
From Folk and pop to alt-county and indie rock, BTE
covers a full range of the finest alternative music.

The Indie Connection
Sundays at 1 am after
Beyond the Ed$e
MSU's John Gibson showcases both bands far & wide,
along with "local bands" from the Four Rivers Region.

Sounds Acoustic
Sundays at Midnight
MSU's Katie Villanueva & Murray High's Austin Carter
present a musical collage of "unplugged " performances
b y diverse artists incluoing Ray Charles, john Lennon,
Pink Floyd & Bob Dylan.

community and students.
"It was very important," Dinh said.
"Without these people we wouldn't
have had a chance."
,
"It turned out very successful,''
Dinh said. "We were able to make a
difference in (the participant's) overall fitness level. So that really makes
me proud that we were able to touch
someone."
Dinh said students who participated in the challenge have already started asking about next year's fundraiser.
.
This reaction also prompted Dinh
to pursue the Character Counts Challenge as a part of the University curriculum.
"After six weeks people form a
habit,'' Dinh said. "And I tell you
habits build character and character
shapes destiny."
Through the program, Dinb said he
was also able to improve the minds of
the participants by expressing the
importance of building good character through' the six pillars of character.
Dinh said the six pillars include
trustworthiness, respect, responsibility, fairness, caring and citizenship,
each of which was highlighted during

a week of the program.
"T hat's the reason why I was so
interested in this (six week program)," he said. "I know the students
know about character, but the students don't know these six pillars by
·
heart."
Jarrod Heltsley, junior from Calhoun and the president of the Murray
chapter of Sigma Pi, said his fraternity jumped a t the chance to get
involved with the Character Counts
Challenge.
"(Representatives from Character
Counts) spoke at an IFC meeting and
it seemed like a good opportunity for
the fraternity to get involved," Heltsley said.
Heltsley said every member of
Sigma Pi participated in the program
winning the fraternity a flat screen
television for their attendance.
"It was a win win opportunity for
us,'' he said.
Aside from the television, Heltsley
said the program also helped him to
improve his physical condition.
"I lOSt 20 pounds myself," Heltsley
said. "It made a drastic change in my
life as far as my (health). All of our
fraternity b rothers were really satisfied with the program."
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Board prepares
new objectives
for '06-07 year
Emily Wucbner
News Editor
ewuchner@thenews.org

With the school year quickly
coming to a close, members of
the Board of Regents have
identified numerous plans for
the'2006-07 academic year.
Terry Streiter,
faculty
regent, said welcoming the
new president tops the list of
goals.
''Our main goal is to see that
our new president gets started
on the right foot and be supportive of him or her,"'Streiter
said.
Streiter said one of the long
term goals is advocating the
restoration of funds the governor cut enrlier this week.
Some of the money cut would
fund the restoration of
Franklin College.
"We want to continue
building new residential colleges," Streiter said. "Students
are used to living in better
housing than Murray State
has to offer.''
Scott Ellison, senior from
St. Charles. Mo. and student
regent, said the board also
will oversee the construction
of Clark College and the new
science complex.
After more research and
student input, he also wants
to present plans for an
amphitheater.
Gina Winchester, newly
elected staff regent, looks forward to starting her new position and working with the
new president.
"I am looking for a new
challenge. I was overwhelmed
by the support of the staff and
look forward to working with
the other members of the
Board of Regents to represent
the staff needs and move the
University forward," Winchester said via e-mail.
While it will take some time
for her to learn about the
Board, Winchester looks forward to meeting the other
members.

"As I have
learned,
ea.ch board
member
represents a
very diverse
background,
and all are
very strong
leaders,·•
Winchester
said. "I look
forward to
leaning
Gina
more about
Wmchester their leaderStaff Regent ship
styles
and serving with them to learn
the intricate workings of the
University."
Winchester said she plans to
work closely with the Staff
Congress and the administration to address concerns about
insurance and benefits.
With his term as chair of the
Board of Regents quickly winding down, Don Sparks said he
is unsure if he will keep his
position.
He said in order to remain as
chair, he must apply and then
be appointed by the governor.
"On both those counts I'm
unsure," Sparks said. "l am
unsure if I will reapply, ·and I
am unsure if the governor will
reappoint me."_
I( reappointed, Sparks said
his main goal will be welcoming the new president and getting the school year off to a
good start.
If he elects no.t to reapply,
Sparks said he will still be
involved with Murray State.
However, Terry Streiter said
the governor has not reappointed many positions in college boards throughout the
state.
"The likelihood, and no one
knows for sure, is that the chair
will not be reappointed," Streiter said.
Streiter said the governor
appoints a new member to join
the board. The board then
appoints a new member to
serve as chair.
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Plans for the new Clark Residential College Include private and group rooms and meeting rooms.

Students, officials break ground on new Clark
Marianne Stonefield
Staff Writer
mstonefield@thenews.org

A handful of Clark Residential ColLege
members do}Uled hard hats and wielded
shovels to break ground on the new Clark
Tuesday.
Students, faculty and community members attended the ceremony, which began
at 2 p.m., at the site on Waldrop Drive
behind Winslow Dining Hall. Those in
attendance included Rep. Melvin Henley,
R-Murray; Calloway County Judge Executive Larry Elkins and former state senator
Bob jackson.
Steve Horwood, Clark College head and
associate professor of industry and engineering technology, opened the program.
He said he and Clark members were excited about the opportunity to build a new
residential college, the first new building
on campus in 40 years.
"What this building will allow us to do
is incorporate what a residential college is
supposed to do," Horwood said.
The new University president w ill
receive a report that explains the residential college system, he said.
"It's a student transition from home to
the University," Horwood said. "When
they get here, it's a totally different story.''
The building will house over 300 students and is scheduled to open in fall
2007. Horwood said the new facility will
allow Clark residents to host homecoming
events in the college, as well as Great
Beginnings events and courses.
At the conclusion of Horwood's speech,

he introduced Kern Alexander, interim
University President, who said the
groundbreaking of a new residential college was important because it was the first
time a residential college has been
replaced.
"When we ftrst started with the residential college concept ... we thought it
would help ... students become a part of
the University." Alexander said. "We
thought and we hoped our retention rates
would tise."
The council structure of the residential
colleges encourages students to take leadership roles, as they are run "like a city,"
he said.
Murray State ranks 8 out of 503 universities in percent increase in retention and
graduation, though there is no exact evidence of an effect of the residential col·
lege system on retention rates.
"What transpired was beyond our
expectations," Alexander said. "We do
know that the ... idea of a residential college system ... has created a portion of our
high status."
He said when University officials first
began discussing the residential college
concept, which began in 1996, it was difficult to understand, and he almost let the
idea go. Student support encouraged him.
"The students carried the ball," Alexander said.
The new Clark is the ftrst in a series of
new residential college buildings, with
new buildings for Franklin and Richmond
on the way as well as other renovations to
the system.
"We're going to have a grand building

here," Alexander said. "In the future we
won't just have eight.''
Miranda Morris, Clark Residential College Council president and junior from
Pinckneyville, Ill., also spoke to the audience.
She said Clark's members were pleased
their college was chosen as the first to be
replaced.
"We are very excited about the
prospects of a new residential college
building," Morris said. "We look forward
to the new building for several reasons.''
Clark's programming will be more successful with a new building, and it will
encourage involvement and foster a better
sense of community, she said.
"We will find a home away from home,"
Morris said.
Quava Clark Honchul, niece of Lee
Clark for whom Clark College was named,
also attended the ceremony, sporting a
Clark College t·shirt.
Her uncle served in the state legislature
when Murray State was founded and was
instrumental in the University's location,
the Murray State alumna said.
Honchul is proud of her uncle's legacy
at Murray State and said she utilizes Clark
memorabilia, such as writing pens, every
day.
"If it hadn't been for him, it would not
be here," Honchul said.
Chris Hopper, Residential College
Association president and senior from
Nashville, and Scott Ellison, Student Government Association president and senior
from St. Charles, Mo., also spoke at the
ceremony.
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Kennedy faces 'roster uncertainty'
Tommy Dtnard
Sports Editor
tdillard@thenews.org

Almost three weeks after new head coach
Billy Kennedy took the helm, Racer basketball
finds itself shrouded in uncertainty.
Brandon Evans, prize Racer signee from Jack·
son, Tenn., was granted a release of intent last
week. and Kennedy spoke Tuesday of further
"uncertainty with our roster."
·
Evans, who signed with Murray State in
December, asked to be released from his letter
of intent shortly after leading Liberty High
School to its first Tennessee state championship
but is reportedly still considering Murray State.
Evans may not be the only potential Racer
rethinking his commitment to Murray State.
Though the Racers had just one scholarship left
to award for next year after a successful winter
recruiting season. Kennedy now says the team
has multiple scholarships available.
"We have a number of scholarships to give,"
Kennedy said. "A lot of things are still working
out. We're not exactly sure how many scholar-

ships we havt! to give. It's been a whirlwind. We
have a lot more holes to fill than we anticipated."
Kennedy confirmed fears that some Racer
recruits and current Racers may be reconsider·
ing where they will play next season.
· "We have a couple guys we are concerned
·about, ··guys that we're not sure what they're
going to do," Kennedy said. "We have some
issues here that we're trying to take care of on
campus.""
As for Evans, The Jackson Sun reported that
he is free to talk to any program except other
Ohio Valley Conference schools or anyone on
the Racers' 2006-07 schedule.
"He just wanted to look at his options,"
Kennedy said. "He }lad a relationship with the
previous (coaching) staff, and we had a good
report on him. We don't really know at this
point. We're still trying to work things out."
With the possibility of multiple spots to fill,
Kennedy has been hitting the recruiting trail
hard in past weeks and hopes to sign several
players by the end of next week.
• Last weekend, two recruits, Bruce Carter and

Terrance Carter, visited campus.
sincere about getting a college degree. come
"They're potential slgnecs," Kennedy said. from good programs and have good character."
"We feel really good about one of them, and the
As if the "scramble to recruit and re·recruit
other we're not sure of."
players was not enough. Kennedy also is faced
Bruce Carter, a shooting guard from Fort with assembling a coaching staff. He made his
Smith Junior College in Fort Smith, Ark., recent- fl.rst hire last week in Steve Prohm, an assistant
ly led his team to the NJCAA national champi- from Tulane University, who coached under
onship. Terrance Carter is a 6'5" forward from Kennedy for six seasons at Southeastern
Southeastern Community College in West Louisiana.
Burlington, Iowa.
Kennedy said he plans on hiring two more
Kennedy hinted he has other prospects in assistants by the end of next week and that he
mind as well.
· has a "good idea" of who those coaches will be.
"It's a scramble," he said. "We're really in
Despite the uncertainty, the team starts work·
scramble mode right now. relying on contacts outs this week with the players who are return·
and relationships from junior college coaches ing.
and high school coaches that are familiar with
Kennedy said once his roster is in" order, he
my program. We're really just scrambling and can commence building a program at Murray
grasping at straws right now, but we think we've State.
got a couple leads. We hope to sign two or three
YWe're trying to establish some character,
guys by late next week."
some toughness, some discipline in our proKennedy said the Racers are looking to sign gram," Kennedy said. "Because we're going so
fast, it's been difficult to do. We've got to get our
players at several positions. ,
"We think we could use another big guy. roster up to ten guys. We know are going to be
another guard, another wing," he said. "We need eligible and are going to be here in the fall."
a little bit of everything. We want guys who arc
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New Racer assistant survived Katrina while at Tulane
AutumnBoaz
Assistant Sports Editor
aboaz@thenews.org

In a wave that covered an entire
city, one little wave managed to survive.
New Assi.o;tant Men's Basketball
Coach Steve Prohm is settling in at
Murray State after spending the
2005-06 season as an assistant coach
for that little wave, better known as
the Green Wave ofTulane Universi·
ty.
When Hurricane Katrina ripped
through the Gulf Coast in August,
virtually nothing in New Orleans
was left untouched. Tulane University was no exception to Mother
Nature's fury, nor was its men's basketball program.
. ''Last year at Tulane, it was a difficult time, a difficult year because
of Hurricane Katrina," Prohm said.
"You really didn't get the full effect
of a season. We finLc;hed 12-17, but in
a normal setting it was a team that
probably could have won 16, 17 or 18
games."
Two days before Katrina hit the
mainland, Prohm and his team evacuated New Orleans. The team was
scheduled to return Aug. 30.

Plans changed.
"Ten to 14
days later, we
got a call that
we needed to
be at Texas
A&M." l'rohm
said.
The team
relocated
to
Texas A&M,
where the Fed·
eral Emergency
Manage.,.ment
Steve
Agency helped
Probm
house
the
Assistant Basketball coaches
and
Coach
athletes.
The Texas A&M administration
allowed Tulane students to enroll in
classes, while providing the men's
basketball team with athletic facili·
ties.
0 t h e r
Tulane athletic teams spent the
remainder of the semester at Texas
Tech, Southern Methodist Universi·
ty and Louisiana Tech.
However, athletics was not
Tulane's biggest concern.
"For the first. couple weeks it was
very tough," Prohm said. "Every·
body had to go through counseling
because of the effect the storm had

on them. Individually, everybody .
had a different story to tell."
After getting aquainted with its
new school, the team's roller-coast·
er season began.
During Tulane's stay at the Uni·
versity, practices were held in the
lower level of Kyle field, the Uni·
versity's football stadium. Texas
A&M's Reed Arena served as the
Green Wave's home court.
However, Prohm said Texas
A&M had been more than generous
during the Green Wave's threemonth stay.
"Texas A&M took unbelievably
great care of us," Prohm said. "It's
one of the best schools in the coun·
try, and I'U always be a big support·
cr of them, not only for what they
did for me but for Tulane University while I was employed there."
Tulane returned to its campus
Dec. 24, and despite its set-backs,
Tulane advanced to the quarterfi·
nals of the Conference USA touma·
ment. The Green Wave finished the
season in a tie for sixth out of twelve
teams, with a 6-8 record in the conference.
After Prohm's unexpected relocation to Texas A&M last year, he
knew he did not need much time to

make the move to Murray when the
job opportunity arose.
· Head Coach Billy Kennedy
announced Prohm's acceptance of
the position last Thursday, just one
day after Prohm received the job
offer.
Prohm .said he was contacted by
Kennedy immediately after the former University of Miami assistant
coach was named Racer Head
Coach.
"He called me that afternoon and
said he got the job," Prohm said. "I
had that night to think about it, and
I made the decision the next morning."
The two coaches reunite after
sharing the sideline for six seasons
at Southeastern Louisiana University and one season at Centenary Col·
lege where Prohm was an assistant
under Kennedy.
In the pair's time at Southeastern
Louisiana, they helped lead the
Lions to the team's first NCAA tournament appearance. In Prohm's last
two seasons he helped the team rack
up 44 wins en route to two Southland Conference regular season
titles.
In 2004-05 Southeastern posted
its best record in school history with

24 wins and nine losses. The Lions
went on to claim the school's first
conference tournament champi·
onship.
Kennedy and Prohm left South·
eastern after the 2003·04 season.
Prohm said he was happy to be
back in the company of Kennedy,
and was thoroughly impressed with
what Murray State had to offer.
"My relationship with Coach
Kennedy was big," Prohm said.
"Also the :t radition of Murray State
basketball and the success and support that they have here for their
school and their basketball program.
It's something I wanted to be a part
of and something I wanted to experience."
Thus far, Prohm said his experi·
ence at Murray has been nothing but
'positive, and he hopes the positive
energy will continue onto the court
next season.
"The people here have been unbe·
lievably receptive and have really
done a good job welcoming me
here," Prohm said.
"The campus is outstanding,' the
facilities are great, and I can see
why (the team) has been a tradition·
al power house in the Ohio Valley
Conference."
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TV Events
Tonight: ESPN @ 7 p.m.
NBA Playoffs
Cavaliers at Wizards

Saturday: NBC @ 2 p.m.

Friday: Track @ TBA

Saturday: Baseball @ 1 p.m.

NHL Playoffs
TeamsTBA

Bowling Green
Western Kentucky Invitational

Cookeville, Tenn.
Murray State at Tennessee Tech

Saturday: ESPN @ 11 a.m.

Sunday: ABC @ 2:30 p.m.

NFL Football

NBA Playoffs
Suns at Lakers

2006 NFL Draft
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a must for all
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Racer defense holds strong against offense
Blue defeats gold 21-19 in spring game
Justin Sims
Staff Writer
jsims@thenews.org

I've said before that the Kentucky
The spring practice workouts
Derby needs to be officially recognized as
ended
for the football team April 21
a state holiday, and now as a seasoned vetwith the annual Blue--Gold game that
eran I have some advice for anyone intershowcased a glimpse of what Racer
ested in attending the Run for the Roses.
fans can expect from the offensive
The Derby remains one of those things
and defensive squads.
that's a "must-do in my lifetime" for
The defensive squad won the
sports fans and non-fans alike. Kentucky
match by a score of 21·19, and bead
natives should be
coach Matt Griffin was pleased with
ashamed if they
their performance.
haven't gone. and
"They did a good job," Griffm said.
anyone from outside
"I
think (the defense) put lots of presthe Bluegrass State
sure on the offense."
needs to make the
The defense was able to accumueasy
three-hour
late points by having a series stop
road trip while
without a first down (one point), a
you're so close.
forced turnover (three points) and a
As for lodging,
touchdown off a turnover (10 points).
hotels in Louisville
•
They were able to make eight stops
are booked months
in the game, two inte~ceptions and
in advance, so find
one touchdown return from a
someone to shack
turnover by senior linebacker
up with or just
Nathan
Michael Sturgis.
make the trip back
Cllnkenbeard
Senior J.R. Webber led the defense
to Murray after the
Staff Writer
with seven tackles, and junior Jay
festivities are over,
B~rgett finished with six. Taylor
assuming you have a designated driver.
Lanigan had two tackles, one sack
Cincinnati, Lexington and Indianapolis
and one interception.
are in close enough driving distance that
Sturgis had five tackles, and mak~
it wouldn't be a big problem to get a hotel
ing four tackles each were Andrew
in one of those cities.
Fogg, Nathan Williams, Koji FarringEveryone bets on the Derby. In fact, the
ton and Antonio Patton.
Derby is the horse race that brings in the
Dominic Sparks. Gerald Goldberg,
most money on wagers. In the four years I
Jeff Stinker/The News
Brian Crean, Rance Powell, Seth
have made the trip I have won just a couThe
Racer
offense
nms
a
play
during
the
inner-squad
Blue-Gold
scrl.mm.aae
last
Friday. The
Warren,
Phillip
McKenzie,
Derrick
ple of dollars on a show (third place)
defensive
squad
won
the
game
21-19,
racking
up
eight
stops
and
two
interceptloas.
Parrott,
Chris
Fountain,
Ismael
horse.
Alvarez and Vincent Coley added
I've realized making exotic bets like the
"The game went good, but we need touchdown and two interceptions.
In punting, Wright punted three
tackles for the defense.
trifecta and superfecta is basically just a
to make a lot of improvements,"
Lee
McGinnis
and
DeAngelo
Neltimes
and had an average of 39 yards
On the other side of the ball, the
waste of money, and it's almost like hitHarper said. "The defense played son each caught three passes, and per punt, while Barkley Carr punted
offensive unit was awarded points
ting the lottery. You might as well spend
Chad Cook, Ben Rush, Jonathan three times for a 317 yards per punt
for first downs (one point), field well."
it on more food and alcohol.
Griffin
said
that
after
some
Eiland and Harper each had one average.
Coach
goals (three points), touchdowns (six
With a 20·horse field, surprises will
rough
spots,
the
offense
was
still
able
reception.
Redshirt freshman tight end Ben
points) and point after touchdown
happen. My suggestion is to pick a couple
to put that behind them.
rushed
for
103
yards
on
19
Cook
Rush
said he felt the game was a good
attempts (one point).
horses and put them across the board. A
"They kept looking forward carries, and Dante Woods ran for 33 indicator for next season, but also
The
offense
gathered
nine
first
$2 across the board bet. costs $6 because
showed room for improvement.
downs, one field goal, one touch- instead of behind them after some yards on 13 carries.
you're betting a horse to futish either first,
In special teams, Gary Crass went
mistakes," Griffin said.
"I think it was a glimpse of the
down and an one point touchdown.
second or third.
Q!.tarterbacks Rync Salyer, Chris 1·1 in extra point attempts. Tim upcoming season," Rush said. "But
Junior wide receiver Rod Harper
If you're going to drink - since you're
Hirschfield and Brad frost threw for Wright kicked a 31-yard field goal on we also showed some things we need
said the offense still needs to make
going to drink - place your bets as soon as
95 yards, throwing lO·for-24, one his one attempt of the night.
to work on."
some improvements.
you walk in, and have- an idea of who you
want to bet on the night before. I like to
place my bets before I walk into the
infield. because the betting windows right
inside the gate are less crowded.
Don't bet the Derby favorite, and look
for that horse who will mow down tired
series against Ohio Valley
In the second game of the
AutumnBoaz
horses down tlie stretch.
Assistant Sports Editor
Conference rival Morehead day, the 'Breds were outhit
The Derby infield could be mistaken for
aboaz@thenews.org
State last weekend in a 13-5 in a 6-llosing effort.
Mardi Gras or a taping of Girls Gone
three-game duel.
Morehead's Henry Mabee
Wild. It's where drunken co-eds and famIn the second game of the
The 'Breds opened the pitched a complete game
ilies unite no matter from where you are.
double-header Wednesday,
weekend with an 8·5 win in giving up only five hits. The
When you walk into the infield turn left to
the Thoroughbreds came
the first game of their dou· 'Breds lone run occurred in
go to the crazy, insane college party area , within one run of beating the
blc·hcader Saturday. Murray the first inning off an RBI
or go right for the more subdued less
13th-ranked University of
State fell 6-1 in its second single from Payton that
drunkenness area.
Kentucky Wildcats.
game of the day. but scored Akin.
If you don't see someone naked in the
With only one inning of
rebounded with a 14-2 win
After a loss Saturday
infield you're either blind or you've been
action for Kentucky, the
Sunday, clinching the series evening, Murray State broke
passed out since you walked in the gates
Wildcats were able to
and advancing its OVC out of its game two hitting
when tlley opened at 8 a.m. There's everymuster just enough hits to
slump to score 14 runs in
record to 5-10.
thing from your flashing for beads to
slide past the 'Breds 3-2.
After losing 11 consecutive four innings Sunday.
naked guys diving into a slip-n·slide full of·
Murray State started the
games, Head Coach Rob
Akin and Owen tallied
coolers of icc. I'm still having nightmares
scoring in the top of the
McDonald said his team is three hits each for the 'Breds
over that one.
fourth when freshman catchsteadily progressing as the while Payton, Mullins and
People like to get there early, but I sug·
er Daniel Wilson, the third
season winds down. The Younts led the team in RBis
gest getting there around noon or 1 p.m.
batter of the inning, kept the
team's record stands at 5-6 in with two a piece.
because that still leaves six hours of parinning alive by reaching f1rst
its last eleven games.
Sophomore pitcher Michal
tying before the Derby. You don't want to
base on a single. Freshman
"We've hit better and Perconte earned his first
pass out if you want to catch the one--secinfielder Tyler Owen folwe've certainly hit more conference win of the seaond glimpse of silks and horses flashing
lowed with another single to
timely," McDonald said. "In son. Perconte gave up two
by.
advance Wilson to second.
the last couple weekends runs, struck out six and
Get at least one of the Derby's tradiWilson was able to score off
we've had better relief pitch· walked two in his eight
tional bourbon drinks inside the coUec·
a single by junior outfielder
ing performances. I think innings on the mound.
tors'-item glass. Don't be a wuss like my
Austin Swain before freshmore than anything, we're
Junior pitcher Jon Newton
friend Kohrs who takes a sip and then
man Justin Yount ended the
just putting things together." entered in the ninth to close
hands me the rest of the drink. Drink the
inning with a strike-out.
Saturday
the
'Breds the game for the 'Breds and
whole thing. If you want to be a wuss, give
The 'Breds held the 1·0
cranked out 11 hits in game seal the 14·2 victory.
·
me a call on my cell phone, and I'll be glad
lead until the bottom of the
one. However, the bats did
With four OVC teams
to ftnish off the rest for you. Don't worry.
seventh inning when the
not get hot for Murray State remaining on the 'Breds reg·
they have beer and other drinks in the
Wildcats cranked out three
until the bottom of the sixth ular
season
schedule,
infield if the julep is not for you.
runs. including a two-run
inning when junior catcher McDonald said his team is at
Drinks are expensive, so make sure you
homer by Collin Cowgill.
Jason Payton led-off with a a critical time in the season.
have enough money to get into the infield
Murray State scored one
home run to cut Morehead's
"We know our backs are
($40), make bets ($1-$25) and buy alcohol
in the eighth but was held
lead to two (4-2).
against the wall as far as our
($20-$100). Clear your checking account,
scoreless in the ninth giving
The 'Breds outscored the record right now and getting
and bring more money than you think
Eagles 4·1 in the seventh, to into the tournament, so we
Kentucky the 3-2 win.
you're going to spend. There are always
In the first game of the day
pull ahead of Morehead 6-5. have to play real well from
other expenses on which you don't plan.
the 'Breds jumped out to a 2Payton added his second here on out." McDonald said.
file photo
Just soak in the Derby, and try to make
l lead in the second inning Freshman pitcher Daniel Calhoun fires a pitch. homerun in the seventh. giv· ''Each weekend we've got to
it a yearly tradition. Each year I've learned
when a single by senior Calhoun picked up a win In game one Saturday.
lng him four RBis on the day. play well and hopefully we
something new to make the experience
catcher Brett Wilson began
Murray State added two in will continue to swing the
better than the last. It's something every
the Murray State offense. three runs in the fifth and
The sweep by Kentucky the eighth to claim the 8-5 bats and get good pitching. I
person has to do at least once in their lifeAfter Wilson's single, junior three more in the sixth; helped the Wildcats extend victory.
still feel good about our
time.
outfielder Tyler Pittman Murray State remained their winning streak to seven
Miller said the 'Bred's chances, but we have to play
reached first on an error. scoreless. The 'Breds man- games. The Wildcats are 32- improvements on the field consistently well.''
With two on base, Miller hlt aged to add a single run in 10 on the ~cason and 11-7 in had yielded mental improveThe 'Breds will face Tena two-run single to put the the seventh when senior the Southeastern Confer- ment.
nessee Tech in a double'Breds ahead 2-1.
··we have a lot more confi- header
infielder Chaz Ebert scored ence.
Saturday
in
Kentucky fought back in on a sacrifice fly by junior
Although the 'Breds did dence, and we're a lot looser Cookeville, Tenn.
the bottom of the second, infielder James Akin. Ebert not pick up a mid-week win, now," Miller said. "We
The fust game of the
scoring two runs and sealing was the last to score for the team's weekend proved always knew we could do it, series begins at 1 p.m., folNathan Clinkenbeard is a staff writer at
their victory with a 3-2 lead. either team making the final to be more successful.
The Murray State News. E-mail comments
it was just a matter of one lowed by game two. Game
Kentucky went on to score score 9-3.
to nclinkenbeard@thenews.org.
Murray State won its day coming together."
three is at 1 p.m Sunday.

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs Apartments
1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray,KY 42071

roo

753-8556
1-800-545-1833 Ext. 283

One- and two-bedroom apartments
Central heat and air
Accepting Applications

a.•••••
IPPIITIIm

Office Hours 8 a.m. - noon
1 p.m. - 5 p.m.

Immanuel Lutheran
Church
comer of 15th and Main
Aaoss from sparks Hall
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Turkey hunters
value spur size,
beard length

photos by Mchssa Kilcoyne/The

New~

Senior golfers Kyle Shirley and Jamie Frazier take a break during Tuesday's action. Despite high hopes, the men feU to seventh.

Racers fall 'to 7th in OVC Tourney
Senior golfers face disappointing ending
Nathan Clinkenbeard
Staff Writer
nclinlcenbeard@thenews.org

The men's golf team
knew it did not play well
this week at the Ohio Valley
Conference Championship,
but understanding how it
happened was a completely
different story.
Hoping to become the
first Murray State champion
since 1991, the Racers fell
out of contention in the second round and limped home
with a seventh-place finish
Tuesday at the Country
Club of Paducah.
Senior Jamie Frazier just
shook his head, and had no
answer for the way his team
played.
"I don't know, we just
didn't play 'good," Frazier
said. •Tbe weather was fme.
We just didn't play as well
as we could have. It's a
shame, but I guess that's
just what happens sometimes."·
Junior Nicolas Griffin
said it was like he was playing catch-up the entire tour·
nament.
"We just couldn't get any-.
thing going out here," Griffin said. '1 felt like I started
out bad every day, and then
I'd grind back and do some-

thing stupid on the last
three or four holes. It was
just a struggle out there."
Eastern
Kentucky,
chocked full of freshmen
and sophomores, led from
day one Sunday and took
home the OVC crown after
a tense final day. Tennessee
Tech roared back to make
up eight shots on the
Colonels Tuesday, forcing
the championship to a playoff.
The five members from
each school played the first
hole. The Colonels made
quick work of the Golden
Eagles, sinking two birdies,
a par and two bogeys. TTU
had one birdie, two pars and
two bogeys.
. Murray State was just six
shots behind Eastern Kentucky after Sunday's first
round, but the next day
proved to be the Racers'
undoing. The Colonels shot
a tournament-best 287 Monday, and the Racers could
only manage to shoot one
shot better that the first
round. putting them 18
shots back.
Senior Will Cox was in
contention for the individual title after the second
round as he sat in a fourway tie for second behind
eventual champion Shawn

Tipton from Morehead
State.
Cox struggled on the back
nine Tuesday, playing 5over-par on a three-hole
stretch. He finished in a tie
for 13th at 6-over-par and
was the highest-placed
Racer on the teaderboard.
"This is probably the
worst we've played all
year," he said. "To do it at
the conference tournament
is not the best time."
Griffm tied for 25th at llover-par. and seniors Kyle
Shirley and Jamie Frazier
dosed out their collegiate
careers one shot apart.
Shirley tied for 29th at 13over-par, and Frazier fmished 31st at 14-over. Junior
Michael Craft tied for 34th.
Frazier birdied the final
hole of his Racer career. the \
par-5 18th, by chipping out
of a greenside sand trap to
within three feet of the hole.
The birdie capped off a
fmal-round 77 for Frazier.
"That was an unbelievably hard up-and-down.''
Frazier said. "That was the
best shot I hit all day. I
knew people were saying,
'He can't do it,' so I said to
myself I was going to do it
and
prove
everyone
wrong."
Frazier said even though

the OVC Championship did
not go the way he hoped it
would, he enjoyed his time
as a Murray State studentathlete.
"For four years I had a
chance to do something that
most pe~ple don't get to

do.'' Frazier said. "I met a
lot of people and went a lot
of places and had a really ·
good time. I did a lot of
things that were really fun,
and I might not have played
so good every time, but I
had a good time doing it."

Novice·rowers earn 2nd place finish at Iowa meet
Tommy Dillard
Sports Editor
tdillard@thenews.org

While the varsity women struggled, it was the novice women and
varsity men who made an impact
for the Murray State rowing team
last weekend at the Midwest Championships.
The novice four crew of freshman Elizabeth Van Lengen at
stroke, freshman Andria Kroner in
the three-seat, sophomore Christa
Bugg in the two-seat, freshman
Kelly Anderson at the bow and
freshman Toni Guthrie as the
coxswain took second place in its
race, finishing in 7 minutes, 1&.35
seconds.
The crew fin ished 3.55 seconds
behind first place Creighton.
"The novices did extremely well,
and they have done well." Head

Coach Bill McLean said. "At the
speed we're going, we're going to
medal in Philadelphia (at the
upcoming Dad Vail Championships). That boat is made up of
four walk-ons and one recruited
athlete. That bodes very well for
our future. It puts us on the map. so
to speak."
As a whole, the Racers fmished
fifth out of seven teams in the
Carter Lake, Iowa, meet, accumu·
lating 254 points.
Creighton claimed first place
with 393 points, followed by Drake,
Tulsa, Southern Methodist and
Murray State. Oklahoma City and
Creighton Rowing Association
rounded out the field, finishing in
sixth and seventh.
The men won the varsity four
race, defeating Oklahoma City and
CRA and finishing with a time of
6:08.8. Senior Matt Weaver, senior-

Simon Grout, senior Steven Nizeck,
freshman William Preglisco and
coxswain junior Laura Graham
made up the men's varsity four.
The women did not fare as well
in the varsity races. In the varsity
eight race, the crew finished fifth
out of six teams with a time of
6:45.15. Southern Methodist won
the varsity eight, finishing in 6:125.
Seniors Sam Hobbs, Sarah Bullock and Rachel Hopper. juniors
Tracy Bogard and Audrey Fergu- .
son; sophomores Anna Brown and
Karen Delaney and freshmen Elizabeth Van Lengen and Andria Kroner made up the crew for the varsity eight race.
The struggles continued in the
varsity four race as Murray State
fmished last with a time of 7:21.
Tulsa won the race, followed by
Drake, Creighton, SMU and Murray
State. Hobbs. Bullock, Hopper,

Brown and Bogard made up the
varsity four team.
After coming off two strong performances in the John Hunter
Regatta and the Southern Intercollegiate Championships, McLean
said he was disappointed in varsity's performance last weekend.
"The varsity really didn't row
well at .all," McLean sai<l "We're
trying to figure out what happened
and make sure it doesn't happen in
Philadelphia. We just have to get
our heads together and push a lot
harder."
Senior Sarah Bullock echoed
McLean's sentiments.
"We defmitely have a couple of
issues, kinks that haven't worked
themselves out yet," she said. "So
we need to work on that."
The rowing team has one race
r,emaining, the Dad Vail Champi·
onships in Philadelphia, May 11-13.

Everywhere I go these days, people
are talking turkey. The talk is centered
around the current turkey season and
the degiee of success that hunters are
having.
Two of the hot topics discussed by
turkey hunters are the length of a harvested bird's beard and the size of its
spurs.
A mature gobbler
will have a beard
which ranges in
length from a few
inches to about a
foot.
Sometimes the
beard · drags the
ground as the
turkey walks which
could cause it to
Jose some of its
size.
The beard is
Warren
made of a different
type of feather
than the ones covering the rest of
the bird.
The beard has a bristled texture and
resembles a thick paintbrush. Biologists
gave the beard feathers an unusual
name: mesofiloplume. This word is a
mouthful, but it differentiates the beard
feathers from the rest of the plumage.
Another desirable characteristic of a
harvested turkey is the size of the spurs
located on the bird's feet. Large turkeys
might have spurs that measure as much
as two inches in length.
The beard and spurs are the attributes
that determine the trophy quality of a
turkey. Therefore, beards and spurs fuel
many debates and discussions this time
of year.
Most hunters are focused on making a
good shot at a particular turkey, and they
don't spend time being selective when a
gobbling tom approaches.
It is difficult to identify the size of a
gobbler's beard and spurs from shooting
distance, so luck determines whether a
hunter bags a trophy tom or a smaller
bird or even a immature male bird,
sometimes called a jake.
Many people are,not aware of the wild
turkey and how it differs from its domes·
tic cousin. Domestic birds are slow, topheavy fowl which could be comparable
to Dolly Parton when put into human
terms.
However, the wild turkey is a sleek,
highly intelligent bird with a keen sense
of sound.
The bird is so impressive that Benjamin Franklin argued vehemently that
the wild turkey should be our national
symbol instead of the bald eagle.
Old timers, like my dad, can remember
a time when no wild turkeys roamed the
woods in western Kentucky. However,
in the last 20 years, turkey populations
have experienced a phenomenal growth.
Organizations like The National Wild
Turkey Federation have worked with
fish and wildlife agencies throughout the
United States in an effort to boost the
turkey population.
The success of the NWTF gives hope
to conservationists that it is not too late
to protect nature and bring many species
to abundance.
The NWTF has very active chapters in
most Kentucky counties, and I would
urge anyone to get involved in its important work.

Outd!~fumnist

•

Warren King is the outdoor columnist at
The Murray State News. E-mail comments to wking@thenews.org.

Bring in this coupon
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Track teams compete at Vandy

Tennis teams fall in semi-finals

Staff lleport
Murray State's men's and women's
track teams took home five top 10 fmishes
at the Vanderbilt Invitational this past
weekend in Nashville.
Sophomore Laura Schroeder's fourthplace finish in the javelin throw highlighted the day for the Racers. Schroeder
threw for a distance of 34l8 meters. She
also enjoyed a lOth-place fmish in the discus throw, with a distance of 38.47 meters.
In track events, freshman Jessica Nauta
ran the 400 meter hurdles in 1 minute 6.95
seconds, good enough for a seventh-place
fi.Dish. while senior Lauren Wilson fmished eighth in the 1500 meter run with a
time of 4:419. ·

Freshman Maggie McKay turned in a
solid performance in the high jump, jumping for a distance of 158 meters.
On the men's side, junior John Gorey
turned in an lith place performance in the
5000 meter with a time of 15:34.34. Junior
Chris Champion finished 14th in the hammer throw with a distance of 46.72 meters.
Senior Chanel Morgan and sophomore
Dominique Robinson both notched lithplace finishes in field events.
Morgan participated in the triple jump
and scored a distance of 10.82 meters.
Robinson threw for a distance 13.73 meters
in the shot put.
Both teams compete this weekend at the
We~tern Kentucky Invitational in Bowling
Green.

Sports Briefs•••
OVC names Zamjaoui player of year
Murray State men's tennis player Fadi
Zamjaoui was selected Ohio Valley Conference Men's Tennis Player of the Year
last week. He also earned a spot on the
All-OVC First Team. lt was his second
selection to an all-conference squad.
Zamjaoui, a junior from Casablanca,
Morocco, posted a 13-4 singles record during the spring season, including an 8-1
mark against OVC opponents and a 12matcb winning streak.li of which came in
straight sets, to end the season. All of his
matches have come at number one singles.
"This is a very well deserved honor for
Fadl," Head Coach Mel Purcell said.
"Since he's been here he's been a great
student and a great player. He's done
everything that has been asked of him."
On Aprill9, Zamjaoui was named OVC
Men's Tennis Athlete of the Week for the

second consecutive week.
Zamjaoui was not the only member of
the men's tennis team to garner honors
from the conference.
Junior Dmytro Hryhorasb, from Lviv,
Ukraine, was also selected to the All-OVC
First Team.
Hryhorash bas played in the number
tWo singles spot this season and accumulated a 12-5 record and is 8-1 against conference opponents. He won li of his last 13
matches to end the season.
"Dmytro made a huge impact in his first
season with this team and a huge impact
in the Ohio Valley Conference," Purcell
said. "I'm happy that his bard work has
been recognized across the conference:•
Zamjaoui and Hryhorash combined to
be the team's winningest doubles squad
this season, going 9-8 overall and 7·2 in
the OVC.

Freshman Racer honored for leadership
Murray State freshman QJUnton Hankins, a member of the Racer football team,
has been cliosen to represent the university in the 2006 NCAA Leadership Conference.
Hankins was chosen as one of 352 athletes out of 1.319 nominations.
The conference provides student-athletes with a forum to discuss issues affecting them on their campuses while providing them with the chance to enhance their
leadership, communication, decisionmaking and problem-solving sldlls.
The coDference will take place from
May 28-June 1 at Disney's Yacht Beach
Club Resort in Lake Buena Vista, Fla

Participants were chosen based on nonathletic leadership experience, community service and academic awards. Athletic
accomplishments were not considered.
Other nominees from Murray State
included Olivia Joseph, women's track
and field; Ashley Meagher, volleyball; and
Tony Easley, men's basketball Joseph was
chosen as the alternate in case Hankins
cannot attend.
"I consider this to be an honor to be
selected from so many student-athletes,"
Hankins, who hails from Batesville, Miss.,
s;tid. "I'm also honored to represent Murray State University at the NCAA Leadership Conference."
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AaroaWeare
Contributing Writer
The Murray State men's and
women's tennis teams ' seasons
ended last weekend at the Ohio
Valley Conference tournament.
T he women's team (13-10, 9-3
OVC) lost Saturday in the tournament semiAnals, while the men
were defeated Friday in the tournament's first round.
Saturday, the third-seeded Racers fell to the second-seeded Samford Bulldogs, 4-2. The Racers
won the doubles session due to
wins from the teams of juniors
Anna Lask and Rachel Lask and
freshman Anne Pennington and
junior Casady Pruitt.
The Racers' downfall came in
singles competition, w here the
team's only victory came from
Anna Lask's straight sets victory.
To get to Saturday's semifinals,
the women's team defeated Jacksonville State in Friday's first
round, 4-2. Singles victories from
Anna and Rachel Lask, as well as
Pruitt's victory, gave the Racers
the singles competition victory.
The Racers took the doubles victory through wins by the Lask sisters
and the Pennington and Pruitt
team.
The sixth-seeded men's team (612, ~ OVC) lost to the third-seeded Samford Bulldogs, 4-l The
men's lone point came from the
OVC Men's Tennis Athlete of the
Year, Fadi Za.mjaoui, in straight
sets over Samford's Renan Silveira
In addition to being named
Men's Tennis Athlete of the Year,
Za.mjaoui was chosen for the All·
ovc first team. Zamjaoui has not
lost a match since early March, and
ended his season on a 12-match
winning streak. In addition to Zam·
jaoui, the men's team has another
All-OVC ftrst team selection in
Dmytro Hryhorash, who ended his
season with wins in li of his last 13
matches. The women's team also
bad two members on the All-QVC
first team, Anna and Rachel Lask.
The women's· team faced an
uphill battle this season with only
six players on its roster. Each team
match bas six singles and three
doubles matches, so in each match
every player had to play in two
matches.
"We had to be ready to play at
every match," said senior Tami
McQueen. •Everyone bad to be
healthy and ready to perform."

Jeff Slinker/The News

Freshman Adriana Alvarez returns a volley In a recent

match. Both teams feU to Samford In the OVC tournament.
Anna Lask said the pressure to
play remained constant in the players' minds.·
"We knew no one could get
hurt," Anna Lask said. "We had
help from the training staff. Some
of the girls even had to go three
times a day to make sure they were
ready to go."
Coach Connie Keasling said
despite the hurdles, the team's tal·
ent was evident.
"The players bad a commitment
to each other, and their desire to
play helped them to _play their best
tennis," Keasling said.
The team's outlook is optimistic,
as they return five of six players
next season.

The men's team faced many onepoint matches this season.
Junior Clayton Clark said this
season has been valuable for the
team.
"We played a lot of teams close
this year," Clark said. "We played
our best, and these tougher matches gave us experience to use next
year."
The Racers return their starting
roster next year, including fll'St
team All-OVC Dmytro Hryhorash
and All-QVC Tennis Athlete of the
Year F~di Zamjaoui.
Said Clark: "We wouldn't change
this year, we played tough, and it
looks good for next year with all
the guys coming back."
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Junior shaves hair for Locks of Love
JanetRobb
Staff Writer
jrobb@thenews.org

Many people will notice something different about Heather Stroupe as she walks
to class this week.
She's bald.
Stroupe, junior from Radcliff, donated
between 20 and 24 inches of hair to Locks
of Love before having Ashley Carrithers.
sophomore from Goshen, shave her head
Wednesday. Her hairstylist Michelle Hammontree did the initial cut and finished
shaving Stroupe's head.
1t was amazing," Stroupe said. "I've
never had so much fun. It felt weird and
my head got lighter by the second."
She decided to shed her lengthy coif·
fure to promote awareness of the Children's Cancer Association and honor her
friend, Jennifer Rogers, who died of cancer in 2004.
''When she was going through her
chemo treatment, she started to lose her
hair and her whole family started cutting
their hair short because she didn't have
any more hair, and she really hated it that
people were making that sacrifice,"
Stroupe said. "l was going to cut my hair
short, too, and she said 'Don't you dare,
Heather."'
The day she found out Jennifer died,
she came close to' cutting her hair, but
decided to wait and do something bigger
and better in her honor. The donation also
pays homage to her mother, who is a· cancer survivor.
fa~es Rogers, Jennl(er s father, held
Stroupe's hand while her head was shaved
Wednesday. He said he was amazed when
Stroupe told him about the event three
weeks ago.
"She came up to Radcliff, where I live,
and she sat and spilled it all out to me."
James said. "I was just so overwhelmed
because I never expected anything like
that.
"I know Heather has always been big in
these events and helping people. so this is
not unexpected of her, and it was very

much a surprise and honor to me."
James said Jennifer was diagnosed in
2002 with desmoplastic small cell round
tumor, a rare cancer, and was the
youngest female pediatric case on medical
record. He said the cancer primarily
develops in males. Jennifer battled the
disease for 22 months and died July 13,
2004.

''Jenny and Heather were real close,"
James said. "(I had) tears of happiness,
tears 'o r sadness, but most of all tears of
respect for Heather (and) for what she's
doing and her dedication for making people aware of childhood cancers and dangers. rm just really happy to call her my
friend."
Heather Stroupe, a resident adviser in
Clark College, said she asked her co-work·
ers at the beginning of the year if they
would help raise money for the Children's
Cancer Association, and they agreed.
"My whole intention in having my head
shaved is so that it will help raise awareness," she said. "I have some Children's
Cancer Association pins that I'll wear
every day until my hair is decently longer.
The shock value is going to be worth it.
but every time someone gets to ask me
why I'm doing it, 1 get to tell them why.
So to me, that's raising awareness."
Stroupe and her co-workers carne up
with many ideas to raise money, including a ping-pong tournament, date auction
and penny wars.
Before the event, she announced Clark
College raised about $1,091 for the Children's• Cancer
Association.
• 1 ~.'(f:
t
~
•n .,..
"
"I think my main message that I'm
going to take out there with me is not that
I'm bald but that one person is all it
takes," Stroupe said. ''My main goal is to
let everyone know that if you have some·
thing, even if it's not a philanthropy, to go
for it and do it,"
Locks of Love is a non-profit organiza·
tion which provides hairpieces for finan·
cially disadvantaged children 18 years and
younger suffering from medical hair loss.
Visit locksoflove.org for more information.
1 • •
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photos by Kelsey Iones /Th~ Nt•ws

Hair stylist Michelle Hammontree holds up the severed ponytail of Heather Stroupe,
junior from Radc::li.fre. Stroupe do nated almost two feet of hair to Locks of Love.

Stroupe endures the first stroke ofthe razor as her head is shaved in memory of her
&lend, Jennifer Rogers, who died of cancer. Jennifer's father, James Rogers, smiles at
Stroupe as she sheds her locks for his daughter.

-.--.... _ ,..

...

Stroupe stares at her old ponytall as Michelle Hammontree flnlsbes the
haircut. Ashley Carrithers, sophomore from Goshen, watches the shaving.
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This Week
• Friday
Opera workshop

Studio festival exhibits unrestricted creativity

8 p.m., Performing Robyn Smith
Arts Hall, free admis- Staff Writer
rsmith@thenews.org
sion

Play
7 p.m., Studio Show
presented by Sock
and Bti.sldn featuring
original student plays,
$3 admission

• Saturday
Festival
7 a.m., the Kentucky
Teachers'
Music
Association presents
a Keyboard Festival,
Performing Arts Hall,
free admission
Yard Sale
6 a.m., sponsored by
the Honors Program,
Hester side lawn,
proceeds
benefit
Honors program

• Sunday
R.edtal
8 p.m., Flute Chamber
Recital, Performing
Arts Hall, free admission

• Monday
Judldal Board
4:30 p.m., Judicial
Board hearing, parking ticket appeals
reviewed, Curris Center Tennessee room

• Tuesday
Lemona de on the
Lawn for IJfe
10 a.m., The Women's

Center will sell
lemonade to benefit a
cancer victim, Carr
Health lawn
E.A.R.S.
8 p.m., The Electro
Acoustic
Recital
Series, Performing
Arts Hall, free admission

• Wednesday:
No scheduled

cam-

pas events

'• Thursday
Sealor breakfast
8 a.m., Curris Center
Ballroom

Spring dance concert
7 p.m., MSU Dance
Company hosts performance, Robert E.
Johnson Theatre, $10
general admission. $8
faculty and staff, free
for students with ID

What do blackouts, basketball salesmen,
Hamlet and love loss have in common?
They are all subjects of the plays in this
year's Sock and Buskin Studio Festival.
The festival, tonight and Saturday night
in Wilson's Actor's Studio, provides Sock
and Buskin students with the opportunity
to exhibit their creativity and dedication
to their craft. The festival's four shows are
student-written, -directed, -produced and
-acted.
Daniel Trump, junior from Paducah,
said this event allows for 'Performances of
much edgier, stranger, more abstract
shows than mainstream Murray State theater productions.
"The minds of the students have a lot
less restriction," he said. "This is theater
without bounds."
The festival's lineup features "Hamlet:
Prince of D.C.," "Grab 'Em," "Apartment
23" and "Frigid."
A montage of scenes from Shakespeare's "Hamlet," "Hamlet: Prince of
D.C." channels the spirit of early punk
rock in a political satire. "Grab 'Em" is a
romantic comedy about two door-to-door
basketball salesmen vying for the attention of one girL ln "Apartment 23," a film
noir thriller, a man awakens with a gun in
his hand and no recollection of the events
that transpired. "Frigid" tells the story of a
woman who has lost her first love.
"All these shows have such a high level
of energy that will definitely keep the
audience entertained,'' Trump said. "And
it's much better than reality TV."
Keith Reid, senior from Paducah, said
the festival gives audiences a chance to

Caitlin Dunnagan/The

News

Jack, played by Matt Markgraft', sophomore from Chicago, and Carla, played by Gina P!annerstill, senior
from Murray, have an awkward romantic: dinner in a scene from the short play, •Frigid.'
see what Murray State students have the
power and talent to create.
"There's a lot of interesting things going
on in these shows," Reid said. "Because
it's all original work, it's a new experience
for everyone including the actors, directors and audience.''
Sock and Buskin, founded in 1926. is the
oldest student organization on Murray
State's campus. Until the early 1960s, Sock
and Buskin was the sole theater-producing organization on campus. Since the
establishment of the department of theater and dance, it has evolved into a support system for Murray State theater. and

strives to develop an appreciation for theater in the Murray community, said
Daniel Trump.
Cara McHugh, freshman from Memphis, Tenn., was drawn to Sock and Buskin
because she wanted to be involved in a
social organization for theater. She said
the club helps to promote the department
on campus. McHugh can attest to how
much work goes into theater productions,
especially one of the magnitude of this
weekend's festival.
"Theater students have more than just a
major, they have a passion," McHugh said.
"Shows like this basically take over your

life. It's optional, of course, but we're all
doing it. We do it to entertain the students, and also for ourselves."

Stadlo PeatMd

.....Stadlo,.,...
........, ... Sahlr4laJ

........

$3 ........... . .

Multicultural event brings dancing, food to Curris Center
Casey Northcutt
Lifestyles Editor
cnorthcutt@thenews.org

The International Student
·Organizations brought a blend of
world culture to campus with
tlan and Indian dancing April 21.
The activities were part of the
Mutlicultural Night and Food
Festival, the third since Gautham Rao, Murray State alumnus, started the event last
spring. The ISO convened in the
Curris Center Theatre for the
festival, a fund raiser for next
year's club activities.
Miguel Mahitani. senior from
Belize City, Belize, served as
chairperson of the ISO committee.
"A lot of groups on camP.us
have their own event that
defines them," Mahitani said.
"Now we have an event that
' everybody knows that deftnes
international students - all of
them."

Salwa Jorholcontriburer

Aik· K.rutngoen, doctoral
student &om Thalland, and
Kamala Suwansukho, grad
student from Thailand,
sing a Taiwanese duet.
A long line of hungry students
wound down the ball from the
theater during the food festival.

rtte QfJJV> .5RfJJV> as fet«JtS

International students from all
over the world doled out homecooked ethnic food to roughly
145 people. The organizations
made about $350 by selling
sushi. flan and Thai jello.
After the customers stuffed
themselves with various ricebased foods, they flled into the
theatre to watch the international students perform native songs
and dances.
Kurien John, grad student
from India, helped organize the
event along with Mahitani and
Yukiko Hibino, senior fro m
Japan. He also emceed the show.
"Today, we bring the world to
you - to Murray State," John
said.
During the show, students
sang, danced or played instruments, conveying pieces of their
culture to the audience. A slide
show projected behind the performers displayed maps of their
respective countries and listed
information about their popula-

Kamala Suwansukho, grad
student from Thailand, and Aik
Krutngoen, doctoral student
from Thailand, sang "Nog Khao
Koo Raak,'' a song telling the
story of two lovers comparing
themselves to birds.
As they sang. they acted out
the story and demonstrated the
graceful steps of Thai dancing.
"Murray State gives us a very
good deal," Miguel Mahitani
said.
"This is one way of making it
up ... We try to bring as much
flavor to.the school as we can."
Mahitani said he believed the
event benefited students greatly,
because it let them .experience
other cultures without having to
book a flight.
He also said Multicultural
Night helps international students connect with regular students.
"This one event encompasses
everybody,'' Mahitani said. "It
keeps getting better each time."

by Robert Duckett
L,c.JQC'.,.. oU DARIUS

• May6

tions, culture and economies.
Japanese students began the
show with a saxophone solo and
a rendition of "We are the
World." They lined up across
the stage as cameras flashed and
the audience clapped along.
"We are the world," they sang.
"We are the children."
Then'followed a parade of students performing in colorful
native attire. George Efstathiou,
freshman from Cyprus, performed a dance from Cyprus
called "Tatsia" during which he
twirled a glassful of water in a
wooden drum without spilling a
drop.
A group of Indian students
moved rhythmically around the
stage. dancing traditional, fastpaced "Kajra Re" and "~ach
Baliye" dances.
Dressed in sweeping, multicolored saris and salwar
kameez, they drummed with
wooden sticks in a dance called
"Dandiya."
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Baseball game
1 p.m., Thoroughbreds vs. University
of Tennessee-Martin,
Reagan Field

Festival
7 a.m., Keyboard Festival. Performing Arts
Hall, free admission

SUMMER BREAK PLANS!'
Lifeguarding?
Internship?
Bab ysitting?

NEED AN IDEA'

Eyecare Specialties
308 S. 12th St. • 759-2500

MSU Employees
We accept your insurance
for your eye exam.

DR. KEVIN M. ADAMS • OPrOMETRISI'

l,~
R

Consider participating in a medical
research study! Call today for
Summer Break study opportunities!

• Laser vision surgery consultations
• Budget &: designer eyewear
• Most insurance accepted
• AU types of contacts

I

REGIONAL SPECIAL EVENTS CF..NTER
ATMmlllAYITATE MAY4 -7:JOPM

VIsit www.gflstudy.com or call
today for more InformatiOn!

Tttkltlnalllhl• 1t tiR Murny St..te Uninnli:J Ball:oma,
IIDIJDe a wpw.Ucbtmalter.cam, by clllllna 877..._..74 ,
md lit f'YE In Plldunb md DJ' 1 Music In P llril

c 0 v 1\ l'lCE"

1

812-479-4GFI
800-552-4GFI
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Memory lane trip highlights year's best, worst
Managing Editor Elizabeth
Cawein writes the music
reviews.

Santana 1

From the original review:
" ...Until the Redwalls would
not be easily confused with a
generic 1960s spinoff rock 'n'
roll band, the group is going to
have a hard time establishing a
name for itself. In such a vast
industry. a unique sound is
necessary to succeed. If they
can't stand out from the rest of
the genre, they may never be
heard.
..Additionally, the band's
look seems pulled straight
from the album cover of
'Abbey Road.' Snug three-piece
suits, half-smoked cigarettes
dangling from their lips,
unkempt. shaggy hair and
pouty, early Mick Jagger facial
expressions make the boys
look like a cover band instead
of a legitimate quartet."

n1

1

It's been a decent year for
music. We've heard future
classics, iconic pop hits and
complete bombs.
For the final music review of
the semester, it seemed only
appropriate to highlight the
school year's best and worst, .
the must-haves and the don'teven-think-about-its.
We'll keep with tradition
and save the best for last.
Don't Eveu TbiDk

About It
Jamie
Foxx's
"Unpredictable" earns the distinction
of being the only album
reviewed to receive zero notes.
It was so horrendously awful I
was asked to turn the CD off
seconds into the frrst track.
From the original review: "A
great many people can sing. A
great many producers can lay
down strong, clean beats. But if
the words you're singing sound
as intelligent as 'roses are red.
violets are blue,' well, Houston,
we have a problem.... I wish I
could give you even a short list

courtesy of )tve Records

Carlos Santana's 'AU That I Am' was one of three
albums to receive the four note distinction this year.
of must-listen tracks. but the
only thing I'd say you must do
is refrain from buying this
album. Don't buy it, don't burn
it, don't borrow it - just don't."

The Redwalls's "De Nova"
pulls second place in the worst
of the worst competition,
though to be fair, the band
lands miles behind Foxx.

grandfather's back porch bluegrass.
Though the percussive
rhythms, harmonics. fiddle and
the twang of the mandolin stay
true to the roots of traditional
Kentucky bluegrass, the lyrics
and aggressive, ambitious
sounds take the new listener
and even the avid Nickel Creek
fan on an entirely new ride."
Santana's "All That I Am"
was second.
With a list of contributing
artists a mile long and as starstudded as the red carpet at the
Grammys, Carlos Santana once
again demonstrated his diverse
musical abilities and bar none
guitar supremacy.
From the original review:
"The glue that holds every
song together, makes every
The Must Haves
track worth hearing and the
Only three albums were entire albu m a masterpiece,
worthy of the four note honor. and has for almost 40 years, is
Nickel Creek's "Why Should the legendary quick hand of
the Fire Die" was first. Their • Carlos Santana. A hybrid of
skills were evident from the blues. Latin and classic rock 'n'
opening track.
roll, he has a style so unmistakFrom the original review: able it can be recognized after
"Don't let the genre scare you. just one chord. Sometime a
T he album is an intense folk long time ago, someone decidexperience. This is not your ed old guys couldn't rock. The

Rolling Stones never paid any
attention to that rule, and
hopefully Santana won't,
either."
The final four note album
was Yellowcard's "Lights and
Sounds," an incredible punkpop experience.
From the original r eview:
"Lead singer Key penned the
majority of the songs on 'Lights
and Sounds.' which speaks volumes about his talent. T he
words in many cases transcend
the music - they are masterful
exclusive of the manner in
which they are layered on a
track. ...If these guys don't
achieve greater national recognition after 'Ligh ts and
Sounds.' I may begin to lose
faith in the American pop
music consumer. It is undoubtedly the best album I've heard
to date in 2006, and I don't
doubt it will still be high on the
list come December."
On tbe Horlzoo
"Surprise," Paul Simon May 9 release
"10,000 Days,'' Tool - May 2
release
"Taking the Long Way,"
Dixie Chicks - May 23 release

Fraternity gives back to community through volunteering
Audrey Ferguson
Contributing Writer
Instead of simply following
time-honored traditions, the
br others of Iota Phi T heta
endeavor to create their own.
Io ta Phi Theta fraternity
seeks to contribute to Murray
·State and the community by
building traditions. Operating
under the motto "Building a
tradition, not resting upon
one," the members of Iota Phi
Theta attempt to make a difference.
"(The members of Iota Phi
Theta) are trying to develop
and perpetuate scholarship,
citizenship, leadership. fidelity
and brotherhood amongst
men,"
said
Derrick
McReynolds, Iota Phi Theta
faculty adviser and assistant
director of ·residential educa-

"The \.ultural Educating
tion. "From what I've gathered
and seen, they really do try to Movement is working to edudo that."
cate students about the culture
According
to we are now in," McReynolds
iotaphitheta.org, Iota Phi Theta said.
was founded at Morgan State
On a local level, the memUniversity in Baltimore, Md., bers of Iota Phi Theta volunin 1963. This was during the teer through the Toys for Tots
Civil Rights Movement, and program with the Willis Center
the 12 original founders sought day care center for children of
to work toward making a dif- single parent homes.
ference, while encouraging
"(The Iota Phi Theta's) have
a lot of things that are geared
others to do the same.
One of the newest black towards kids, towards youth,"
Greek organizations, Iota Phi McReynolds said.
T heta was chartered at Murray
Through the Toys for Tots
State on March 4, 2001. The program, the fraternity memchapter, called Epsilon Theta. bers have the opportunity to
works in conjunCtion with the spend time with and give prenational fraternity. Nationally. sents and food to children who ·
Iota Phi Theta is involved in may not otherwise receive
Iota and Xo'uth Alliance. the • gifts. Iota Phi Theta g9es to the
Developing Better Fatherhood day care often, sometimes sevProject and the Cultural Edu- eral times a semester.
cation Movement.
"We give presents to them.

This Is tbe•last
iDstalbaeat of the
Ufestyles seetion's
series featuring
members of the
Interfraternity,
PaaheUeDie and
Nadoilal
Pau-Belleaic
eouadls.
and we read to them," said
Patrick Schultz. senior from
Louisville. "It is a . real special
time for the kids.''
The fraternity also participates in a mentoring program
with Henry County Schools.
"Henry County has chosen
at-risk students, and we go
visit them, they visit us, we dis-

cuss how school is going for
them and try to encourage
them to attend college," said
Iota Phi Theta President
LaMarr Baucom, junior from
Paducah. "We also do some
physical activity with them and
then sit down and ou r sponsor
provide(s) us with lunch.:'
For Baucom, Iota Phi Theta
has connected him to a group
of people ht: can trust.
"Our purpose is not really
creating men, but molding
them into a better men," Baucom said.
Baucom appreciates the
sense of brotherhood the fraternity provides for its members. He joined Iota Phi Theta
because of the o rganization's
prioriti~s.

.w..

"They were the only (fraternity) right for mo. I knew the
Graduate Adviser Robert

White, and I knew he was
about his business," Baucom
said. "We are business ftrst,
pleasure second."
It is this "business frrst" attitude that provides the drive for
Iota Phi Theta. As the fraternity builds ties and makes positive contributions to the campus and community, they are
building the new traditions to
which their motto refers.
"They want to do new things
and b uild things on campus,"
said Derrick McReyno lds.
"They want to not just take
something that is already here,
but to try and build new things,
and go new places."
An informational meeting is
held every semester for
prosl>ective members of Iota
Ph t Theta. Interested students
should contact current members for more information.

- - - - - - - - This Week in Entertainment ----- - - - • Albums

• Box Office

• SOD§S

• DVD

• Books

• Web site

L Me and My Gang

1. The Sentinel

L BadDay

LHostel

L Two llttle Girls lo Blue

locksoftove.org

:z. The Chronicles ofNamia:

Mary Higgins Clark

Locks of Love is a non-profit
organization that p rovid es
hairpieces to underprivileged
children. The organization
uses donated hair to make
wigs for those under 18 who
suffer from long-term medical
hair loss. Browsers can find
information pertam10g to
money donations and rules for
donating hair.

Rascal Flatts

Daniel Powter

2. White Trash with Money

2. SUeutHlll

2. Temperature

Tobey Keith

3. What You Know

The llon, tbe Witch and the
Wardrobe

T.I.

3. Fun with Dick and Jane

Sean Paul

3. Scary Movie 4

3.Now21
Various Artists

4. Soundtrack

4. Ice Age: The Meltdown

4 . Control Myself
LL Cool J featuring Jennifer
Lopez

4. KlogKong

S. The Bencbwarmers

s. Unwritten

S. Chicken llttle

High School Musical

s. Klog
T.I.

2. Dark Harbor
Stuart Woods

3. Oakdale Confidential
Anonymous

4. Dark Tort
Diane Mott Davidson

S. Gone
Jonathan Kellerman

Natasha Bedingfield

Source: Billboard.com

FOR

SALE

sa w.uher

and dryer. Excellent
WOI'Idns condition. $150 both or $ 100
choice. (270) 860-0161

For

Have 2 steel burlding~ for sale at HUGE
DISCOUNT. One is a 25x.30 to use as a
DIS PIAY building. Call Now to save
thousands! 1-800-222-6335 ext.6000
Pole Bam Blow Out: 30x50x10=
30x5<4x12= $7,995•
$6,995*
30x54x16: $9,795•
40x64x12==
$11,995. Painted Metal, Slider, Man
door,
plans,
free
delivery...
http//www.nationwidepolebarns.com
Call 937-559·5405
Attention Homeowners: Display homes
wanted for vinyl siding, windows. roo(),
kitchens. Guaranteed financing! No
payments until Fall 2006. Starting at $99
month. Calll-8()0.251 ·0843

--Incorporation $195

Divorce $195,
Your alternative to expensive legal fees!
ncdproserviceCaol.com or1 -800-303·
1l70
SAWMILLS from only $2,795! Convert
your lOGS TO VALUABLE lUMBER
with your own Norwood I)Oitable band
sawmill. log SkiddeD al~ available.
www.norwOodindustries.com
Free
infonnation: 1-ao<).578-1363 ext300N
$$CASH$$ Immediate cash for structured settlements, annuities, law sui~
mortgage notes & c.1sh Rows. JG Went·
worth ,1 1-800-794-7310

Source: Cheri Theatres

HOI'SC Auction: Saturday 5/6106, lOam
CST. Registered Spotted Saddle Horse
Production Sale. 45+ Head .. BabiesRiding hooes. Valley Hildl Farmf Crowley's. 5060 Hardyville Rd., MunJordville. KY 270.528~28.
_

Drtvcr· Hiring Qualified drivers for OTR
positions. FOod grade tanker, 110 haz..
mat, no pum~. grt>at beneiits, compctl·
tive pay & new equtpment. Need 2
ye.us experiencl' Call Bynum Tr.mspon
for your opportunity today. 800·7417950.
Driver- Kni§ht Transportation· "Your
hometown National Carrier" Spring has
Sprung. Now its time to run. Call us,
Regional, long haul, You name it!ll
888-3<46-4639. www .knighttrans.com.
Class-A CDU 6 months OTR.

bm up to $20.00 ;an hour mavbe more
being a server at Patti's 1886's Settle·
ment In Grand Rivers KY. Hiring imme- ·
dlately for Servers and Host Po5itions.
Applications may be pkked up at the
Front Desk. For more lnfonn&tion call

Drivf'f: Nt>W pay p;~ckage, high frt•ight
volume-, st~rtlng ro1te 40cpm arid hight·r,
hometime guaranteed, full benefit,
assigned trucks, 6 months expenence
required 800-441-4271 ext. KY-100

270.362-8844.

Driver: No Experience, No probll'fll:
Tuition Paid training. COL·A in 2 1f.2
weeks! Tuition reimburseml'nt for
rec:ent graduates! Must be 21 . Call CRST
Van Expt><lited. ~00-553-2778.

Best Sales Job in America! Unl imited
leads/ No cold calling. Eam SOk to 150k
1st year. We provide a full hne of final
expense, mortga~e prote<.tlon, heath
Insurance & annutties. Ask for Stt'lle. A
life & Health license is n..quired. Call
Today 866-224-8450 ext.

Driver: Owner Operators, high ireight
volume, up to 74% to truck. Average
weekly revenue over $2,773 . Average
weekly ail miles 1626. Freight, your
choice. 800-441-4271 extKY-100

1:!4·_

Wolff Tanning Beds. Buy direct and
save! Full body uniL' from $22 a month!
FREE Color catalog. Call today!

Ori\ICI', Owner Operators Only: Average
$1 ~0/ mile. Home .... rekend. No forced
dispatch. Plate program. Older trucks
welcome. Quick Start. Call Max at T& Tl
1-800·5 11-0082; Weekend Phone 502-472· 1695.

1-877-530-8096.

=-~.-re-m

Mon·Sun

Driver- Flatlx-d Drivers can eam SCJ50t/
week ell rcr. I lome weekt.'nds, great
benefits & equipment. COL-A. Students
welcome. Call 666-836-3585.

HELP WANTED

Delta Trucking School: Accepting
Traint'CS for Werner, Swift. CR England,
others! 16 day COLI $0 down, student
financing! Tuition reimbunement avail.

asst.

Driver· 51,500 bonus .every 6 months.
OTR & Regional. Excellent home time.
I year OTR Mth Tank and Haz. Oakley.
8 7 7 • 8 8 2 - 6 5 3 7
www.oakleytransport.com

Pre-Grand Opening Kentucky Lake 2+
ac. $39,900 wlfree boat slip! Save
$5,000 & enjoy NO dosing costs! May
20 & 21 only. RARE oppottunity to own
land on Kentucky lake! Mature ook &
hickory in park· like settin$ w/ lake
acce<oS. Paved Rd. u/g uti Is. Prime waterfronts avail. Call now for priority appt.
1·800-70<4-3154 x23.

Hiring Now! Travel Associates for
Nationwide Travel Tour. 2 weeks PAID
training. Transportation/ L~ing provided. Return guaranteed. 611 Cory:

www.np.et5tan.~ .a00..842-1305

Job placement
1-000-883..()171x6

FantastiC location in the heart or the
Smoky Mountains. Incredible waterfront
value. Anal phase! Call now to make
your appomtment (800)559·3095
ext.79.

Find affordable rental housing on
www.KyRents.org! Free searching. tree
listin~! Provided by the Kentucky
Housmg Corporation. Equal Housing
Opportunity.

Source: Bestbuy.com

Source: Billboard.com
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Driver Train~ Nl'!.'<ledl!l $975 weekly
+benefits. COl & Guarantt.'!!d job in 16
days. Motel, meals, & transportation
provided. Home weekends, no layoffs,
no money down. 1~372·9154 .
Drivers: Are )OU gr:otting the pay and
hometime you u(5('rvl'l Roehl drivers
are1 Practlcal Routt! Mileage Pay! Signon Bonus. Students welcome. Class-A
required. EOE. C11l 7 days a w~.k.
....w.v.GoRoChl.com 677-774-5313
Drivers- Attention Company OTR up to
~SOcpm with eJ<perience, benefits. qual·
ity Oornetime +refrigerated. RegionaV
dedicated positions available tor upper
Midwest. Call i·800-879-2486 x28f>.
Drivers- Attention Ownt•r Operators!
Earn up to $1.41./mi. Fre<' hase plat~.
PeiTilits, Qual-Com. No touch freight!
Company dnvers, Check us out.
1-800-a/9·2486 x286.
Drivers: •,a.vg 2'>00 mi per week. 'Start·
ing pay up to 42 cpm with yearly avg
over S47k. •cre.~t Benefits. •Dediated
& OTR openings. •lea~purcha-;e with
$0 down.
1-800-21B·
HUNT EOfl SubJ to dsl COl el2. reqd.
Drivers- COL-A Hom" every weekend.
Excellent Pay & Top benefits. Si)(
months experience with school
required. Tot.tl logistic Control: A ~tep
ilbove. "'ww.totallogistic.com 877-6{,29977

Driver.;.- Flatbed Recent average
$1,443/week. No cxperienn•? On tht•
road training available. late Model
as~igned equipment, Great benefits.
800-771.f>J18 www.prlmeinccom
Onvers Needed. Class A&B In
louisville, KY. Dedicated and local
deliveries. fT & PT available. (2 yr
recent el\p roquirl!d) 866-2i0-l665
www.abdrlvers.rom
Experienced/Inexperienced drivers: Nc>
COL, No Problem! Swift Tran~rtation
needs drivers. l.oeal ilvallab!e. Experi·

--~

.........

-

Source: nytimes.com

meed· Call Jamte, lnCJ<pcrienccd· Call
Cameron 886-503-5151 .

mentloans.com, 800-710·1695 llexing·
ton).

~--

We're not just a comr,any with hiRh
pay! We have: Great mtles every wee1c!
Great hometime! We're raising pay to
$.50/mile.
Heartland
Express
www . he a rtl a ndex press . com
800-441-4953

EDUCATIONAL
Attend College Online from home
*t.1c<.lical, *Business, •Paralegal, •computers, •criminal Justice. Job placement
,,ssistance. Computer provided. Finandal aid if qualified. www.on linetidew;t·
tM("<h.com Call 866-858·2121

Gun Show! Madison, IN. April 29, 30.
Nat Guard lvmory. Sa~. 9-5, Sun 9·3.
For infoiTilation, call 765·914-0051
Buy! Sell! Tra~ _

Place your
message 1n
The Murray

State News
classifieds for

HEALTH
New power wheelch~irs, scooters.
Absolutely no cost to you. Call toll free
1·866-346-40%.

PER WORD!

TRAVEL
Hunt Elk. Red Stag. Buffalo, Whitetail.
Fallow· Guaranteed hunting license
$ 5.00; Season 8/2';/06-3131/07. We
have il No G.une, No Pay policy. Book
now! Days 314-209·9800, Evenings
)14·293·0610

MISC.
Disney area stay. Se\1!11 days, llx nltbls.
Paid $600. SKrif'Ke for $199. GooCJ for
one year.

270.7S0..1 3~

__

Government Guaranteed Loans. How
alx>ut a new home thts summer/ Refl·
n;;nre tor summer Vi•<".ation, pay off
credit card bills or colkoge. Gov't rates
are low and fixed. EOI www.kygovern-

Classified advertising deadline
is 4 p.m. Wednesday.
Ads may be submitted in Wilson Hall room 11 1 or mailed
to Classifieds, c/o The Murray
St.lte News, 2609 University
Station, Murray, KY 42071
Classifieds must be paid
before they run.
• For more information

call 762.4478.
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Casey Northcutt
Lifestyles Editor
cnorthcutt@the~s.org

photos by Jeff Stinker/The News

(Left to right) Anita Bosteder, senior from Mayfield, Alexa Frommherz, senior from Murray and Jacqueline Hawes, freshman from Hardin, cook hot dogs at the Non-Traditional
Student Organization's 20th &D.!~Ual Dog Day, held Wednesday in the Q.uad.
·

Students braved rain and cold Wednes·
day to stuff their faces with free hotdogs
during the 20th annual Dog Day.
The Non-Traditional Student Organiza·
tion hosted the event. The group set up
two large grills under a big, blue tent near
the Quad and served free hotdogs to classmates, faculty and staff.
'"Basically, it's just our way of saying
thank you to all of the traditional students
for sharing their space with us," said
NTSO president Ryan Fromrnherz. senior
from Paris, Tenn. "We usually take up
more time than anyone else in classes and
stuff."
lbe organization bought mounds of hotdog bun packages to go with the estimated
1.200 to 1,400 hotdogs they planned to give
away.
"I don't think rvc ever seen so many
hotdogs in my life," Justin Seeley, sophomore from Mllrray, said.
Jennifer Smith, senior from Union City,
Tenn., stood in line with several other hun·
gry students holding a carboard box she
planned to fill with dogs.

"I'm making a run for my office, and I
need, like, 15 hotdogs," Smith said. "'bey
enjoy free food."
Ryan Frommherz said they purchased
about 150 soft drinks and bottles of water.
llepsi provided half of the drinks they distributed, and the NTSO paid for tlw rest.
They placed the sodas in two trash cans
at the end of the hotdog line, and students
scraped the bottoms of the bins looking for
the right beverage to complement their
hotdogs.
Frommherz said the event has decreased
in size recently. Two years ago, they gave
out 1,600 hotdogs.
"Two years ago, we did a lot,"
Frommherz said. "'We had a DJ, and she
actually stayed most of the time. _.People
got to sing karaoke i{ they wanted to.
Everyone really liked that."
The NTSO tried to rock Dog Day again
last year, Frommhcn said, but Campus
Security said the music ·was too loud and
the DJ had to leave. He attnouted the
decrease in dog demand to the lack of
music and the drab weather.
However, he still considers Dog Day a
success and a benefit to campus.
Said Frommhcrz: "Everyone wants
something to eat for free."

Amber
Voorhies,
junior from
Murray,
chows down
on free hotdogs.

The line of students, faculty and staff waiting for dogs snaked around the Q)aad.
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